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News in Breif

New Delhi, Agency. India and Bangladesh 
have agreed to expand cooperation on 
issues relating to water resources including 
framework for sharing of river waters, the 
Ministry of Jal Shakti said on Wednesday. 
This was decided during the India-
Bangladesh Water Resources Secretary-level 
meeting under the framework of the Joint 
Rivers Commission held on Tuesday. In the 
meeting, the Indian delegation was led by 
Pankaj Kumar, Secretary (Water Resources, 
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation 
) while the Bangladesh side was led by 
Kabir Bin Anwar, Senior Secretary, Ministry 
of Water Resources. “Both sides agreed to 
expand cooperation across entire gamut of 
water resources issues including framework 
for sharing of river waters, mitigation of 
!"##$%&"'()*&+,*)-.'/)!*"%,0%&"'()1#""2)
management, basin management etc. A Joint 
Technical Working Group will provide inputs 
on the matter,” said a statement released by 
the Jal Shakti ministry. “Both sides agreed 
to schedule the next meeting at Dhaka at 
mutually convenient dates,” the statement 
said. “Noting that India and Bangladesh 
share 54 common rivers which directly 
impact the livelihood of people in the two 
countries, both sides commended the close 
cooperation that exists between India and 
Bangladesh in the matter,” it added.

India, Bangladesh agree to expand 
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Ludhiana, Agency. AMID A rise in 
Covid-19 cases in Punjab, farmer unions 
have no plans to issue instructions to 
reduce their strength in protest dharnas. 
They will continue as usual at more than 
100 locations in the state as well at the 
borders, said farmer union leaders. Talking 
to The Indian Express, Harmeet Singh 
Kadian, president of BKU Kadian said, “Our 
dharnas will continue as usual. We have 
ourselves seen the results of Covid tests 
where one test of a Punjab minister in a 
government lab was positive and it was 
negative in a private lab…so how can we 
trust the testing process? Moreover, more 
than 290 of our farmers died in morchas, 
post-mortem reports never said they 
were Covid-positive…so we are going to 
continue our dharnas as normal as these 
farm bills are deadlier than Covid. First of 
all, I need to question the government over 
what was the need to introduce these Bills 
amid Covid period in September if they are 
so scared of it now.” 
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New Delhi, Agency.   

The Supreme Court on Thursday agreed to take up 
for hearing a petition seeking the immediate release 
of detained Rohingya in Jammu and Kashmir, and 
directions to restrain the Centre from deporting 
them back to Myanmar. The apex court will hear 
%3,)!#,.)"')4.*03)567)83,)!#,.() 1&#,2)-9).):"3&';9.)
refugee, Mohammed Salimullah, through Advocate 
Prashant Bhushan, said “these refugees have been 
illegally detained and jailed in the Jammu Sub Jail 
which has been converted into a holding centre with 
the IGP (Jammu) Mukesh Singh stating that they face 
2,!"*%.%&"')-.0/)%")49.'<.*)="##">&';)+,*&1&0.%&"')
by their embassy”. Referring to reports of their 
“imminent…deportation”, the plea said, “This goes 
against India’s commitment to refugee protection 
and its obligations against refouling refugees to a 
place where they face persecution and is a violation 
of the Article 21 rights of all Rohingya persons living 
in India.” Though there can be national security 
exceptions to the non-refoulement rule, “any” 
such “exception” “must be rigorously and carefully 
proved”, the plea said. Earlier this month, the J&K 
administration set up “holding centres” under the 
Foreigners Act in the Hiranagar sub-jail in Kathua, 
and rounded up 168 Rohingya refugees, including 
women and children, from Jammu and placed them 
%3,*,7) ?) @,'&"*) ;"+,*'<,'%) "=1&0&.#) %"#2) 83,) A'2&.')
Express, “These immigrants were not holding valid 
passports required in terms of Section (3) of the 
Passports Act.”
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Patna, Agency.  

Bihar CM Nitish Kumar (right) with 
Upendra Kushwaha.  Former Union 
minister Upendra Kushwaha, who 
recently returned to the JD(U), was 
among the 12 people who were 
nominated to the Bihar Upper House on 
Wednesday. The JD(U) and the BJP split 
the seats equally among themselves, 
prompting ally Hindustani Awam Morcha 
(Secular), led by former Chief Minister 
Jitan Ram Manjhi, to threaten a “big 
decision”. Other nominated leaders from 
JD(U) are Building Construction Minister 
Ashok Kumar Choudhary, Sanjay Kumar 
Singh, Sanjay Singh, Ramvachan Rai 
and Lallan Sharraf. Those nominated 
from BJP are Janak Ram, Devesh Kumar, 
Rajendra Prasad Gupta, Ghanshyam 
Thakur, Dr Pramod Kumar and Nivedita 
Singh. Besides HAM(S), the Vikasshil 
Insaan Party (VIP), too, hasn’t received 
an MLC berth. While VIP has not gone 
public with its reservations, HAM(S) has 
been vocal about the “unfair treatment 
to an ally”. HAM(S) spokesperson Danish 
Rizwan said: “Our leader Jitan Ram 
Manjhi is very upset. The entire party’s 

*.'/B.'2B1&#,) &@) $!@,%7) C,) >,*,) '"%) .%)
all consulted before 12 names were 
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The party may take a big decision soon.” 
Rizwan did not elaborate on this. JD(U) 
spokesperson Neeraj Kumar said: “The 
Chief Minister had been authorised 
by all NDA allies to nominate MLCs. 
There is no ambivalence in it and the 
government is in a comfortable position.” 
NDA has simple majority of 127 in the 
243-member Bihar Assembly. The BJP 
has 74 legislators, JD(U) 44, and HAM (S) 
and VIP four each. 

Upendra Kushwaha among 12 

nominated to Bihar Upper House

New Delhi, Agency.  

Union Communications and 
Information Technology Minister 
Ravi Shankar Prasad on Thursday 
told Rajya Sabha that any attempt 
to create “imperialism of internet” 
by a few companies would not be 
tolerated. Speaking during Question 
Hour on the banning of Twitter 
accounts, Prasad said the government 
welcomes dissent but cannot allow 
misuse or abuse of social media. 
Replying to G C Chandrashekhar 
(Congress), who raised the issue of 
climate activist Disha Ravi’s arrest in 
the ‘toolkit’ document case, Prasad 
said India is proud to have nearly 140 
crore social media users. LinkedIn, 
WhatsApp, Twitter, Facebook are 
free to do business in India. They 
have empowered ordinary Indians. 
“The government welcomes dissent. 
The issue is not of use of social media, 
the issue is of abuse and misuse of 
social media… Internet is a powerful 
invention of human mind, but it 

should not become the monopoly of 
few. And we have taken a position, 
any attempt to create imperialism 
of internet by few companies is 
not acceptable,” the Union minister 
said. Prasad said Ravi’s case is 
under judicial consideration, but 
the House should consider whether 
some people should be allowed to 
“abuse social media” to “defame” 
India internationally. Replying to 
a supplementary question, he said 
there are cases where the dignity of a 
woman is sought to be compromised 

by displaying her nude or morphed 
photo. In such cases, the minister 
said, the guidelines are clear that the 
content should be removed within 
36 hours. “The guideline is very 
clear that you have to remove that 
(content) within 36 hours only if it 
relates to the unity and integrity of 
India, safety and security of India, 
public order, and most importantly, 
the dignity of the woman…,” he said. 

As far as content creation 
is concerned, Prasad said, “We 
don’t wish to interfere so that is 
is the job of the users of social 
media as to what there is to say.” 
He also said his department 
works in close coordination with 
the Election Commission. “The 
Election Commission has set up 
a dedicated cell to weed out fake 
news, fake media designed to 
&'1#$,'0,)E+"%,*@F(G)3,)@.&2().22&';)
that Cambridge Analytica has been 
banned and a CBI probe is going 
on against the UK-based data 
.'.#9%&0@)1&*<7

Any attempt to create ‘imperialism of internet’ by 
few companies unacceptable: Ravi Shankar Prasad
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New Delhi, Agency.

Union minister Nitin Gadkari on Thursday 
said the vehicle scrapping policy will be a 
“win-win” policy that will help improve fuel 
,=1&0&,'09) .'2) *,2$0,) !"##$%&"'7) 4./&';) .)
statement regarding the vehicle scrapping 
policy in the Lok Sabha, the Road Transport, 
Highways and MSMEs Minister said the 
policy will also lead to an increase in the 
country’s automobile industry turnover 
to Rs 10 lakh crore from the current Rs 4.5 
lakh crore. Announced in the 2021-22 Union 
H$2;,%() %3,) !"#&09) !*"+&2,@) ="*) 1&%',@@) %,@%)
after 20 years for personal vehicles, while 
commercial vehicles would require it after 
the completion of 15 years. Gadkari has also 
issued an advisory to automakers, advising 
%3,<) %") !*"+&2,) .') &'0,'%&+,) "=) .) 1&+,) !,*)
cent rebate for those buying a new vehicle 
.=%,*) !*"2$0&';) .) @0*.!!&';) 0,*%&1&0.%,7)
Noting that the policy will be a “win-win” 
policy, the minister said it will help improve 
=$,#) ,=1&0&,'09() *,2$0,) !"##$%&"') .'2) IJ8)
income will also rise due to the purchase of 
new vehicles. According to him, the policy 
is aimed at reducing the population of 

old and defective vehicles, bringing down 
vehicular air pollutants, improving road 
and vehicular safety. Besides, it will help in 
.03&,+&';) -,%%,*) =$,#) ,=1&0&,'09() ="*<.#&@&';)
the informal vehicle scrapping industry, 

and boost the availability of low-cost raw 
materials for the automotive, steel and 
electronics industry.With the scrapping of 
old vehicles, raw materials such as plastic, 
copper, aluminium, steel and rubber will 
be recycled. This will bring down the cost 
component and help the industry become 
more cost-competitive. The Road Transport 
and Highway Ministry will publish a draft 
'"%&1&0.%&"') ="*) @%./,3"#2,*@K) 0"<<,'%@) &')
the next few weeks. The minister said that 
there are 51 lakh light motor vehicles that are 
older than 20 years and 34 lakh light motor 
vehicles that are older than 15 years. Around 

17 lakh medium and heavy commercial 
vehicles are older than 15 years without 
.) +.#&2) 1&%',@@) 0,*%&1&0.%,() 3,) @.&2() .22&';)
that older vehicles pollute the environment 
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may be declared as End of Life Vehicle. The 
ministry has proposed that commercial 
vehicles be de-registered after 15 years in 
0.@,) "=) =.&#$*,) %") ;,%) %3,) 1&%',@@) 0,*%&1&0.%,7)
As a disincentive measure, increased fees 
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applicable for commercial vehicles 15 years 
onwards from the date of initial registration, 
according to the minister. Another proposal 
is that private vehicles be de-registered 
.=%,*)5M)9,.*@) &=) ="$'2)$'1&%)"*) &')0.@,)"=).)
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As a disincentive measure, increased re-
registration fees will be applicable for 
private vehicles 15 year onwards from the 
date of initial registration. The ministry will 
promote the setting up of Registered Vehicle 
Scrapping Facility (RVSF) and will encourage 
public and private participation in opening 
such centres.
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country to implement 
ethanol promotion policy

Ludhiana, Agency. IN YET another highest 
@&';#,B2.9)0.@,)0"$'%)&')%3,)!.@%)1&+,)
months, Punjab recorded 2,039 new Covid 
cases and 35 more deaths Wednesday. It 
was on September 23 last year that the 
daily case count in Punjab had crossed 
the 2,000-mark and 2,123 cases were 
reported that day. This is the second Covid 
wave being witnessed in Punjab after the 
single-day highest count of 2,896 cases was 
reported on September 17, 2020. With 35 
more deaths, the toll in Punjab due to Covid 
reached 6,172. Among 35 deaths reported 
Wednesday, seven died in Jalandhar, six 
&')JHJ)N.;.*()1&+,),.03)&')O"@3&.*!$*).'2)
Ludhiana, three in Tarn Taran, two each in 
Gurdaspur, Kapurthala and Patiala and one 
each in SAS Nagar and Sangrur. With 2,039 
new cases, the state’s Covid tally reached 
2,03,049. The maximum new cases were 
recorded in Jalandhar (277), Ludhiana 
(233) and SAS Nagar (222). 
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!     This will bring down the 

cost component and help the 

industry become more cost-

competitive. The Road Transport 

and Highway Ministry will 
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stakeholders’ comments in the 

next few weeks.

Patna, Agency.   
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the country to implement an ethanol 
promotion policy that would allow 
investors to directly make ethanol 
from maize, molasses, broken rice 
and rotten grains. The state cabinet 
gave a go-ahead to the policy on 
Tuesday. The matter was tabled in 
Bihar Legislature on Wednesday. The 
Central government has already given 
permission for direct production of 
ethanol last December in consonance 
with National Policy of Biofuels, 
2018. An investor would get a 15 per 
cent government subsidy a maximum 
of Rs 5 crore besides exemption 
from stamp duty, registration and 
land conversion fees, electricity duty 
reimbursement and employment 
and skill development subsidy as 
already being given under the state 
government’s industrial promotion 
policy. SC/ST, EBC, women, 
differently-abled or acid attack 
survivor investors will be given 15.75 
per cent subsidy up to a maximum of 
Rs 5.25 crore. 

Bihar Industry Minister Syed 
Shahnawaz Hussain told The Indian 
Express, “The ethanol policy would 
pave the way for making Bihar an 
ethanol hub and investors’ coveted 
destination. Investors would now 
be able to procure maize of farmers 
from 18 maize-growing districts 
at a good rate. Plus, it would give 
boost to sugarcane production. In 
post-Covid world, the ethanol policy 
would prove to be a turnaround 
story of development.” Hussain said 

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar 
had been seeking the permission to 
make ethanol directly from maize 
and sugarcane juice since 2007. The 
,%3.'"#)!"#&09)!*"+&2,@)="*)1&*@%B@%.;,)
clearance of an investment proposal 

in seven working days. An application 
for land from Bihar Industrial Area 
Development Authority (BIADA) 
would be given in another seven days. 
A prospective investor can apply till 
P$',)QM()5M5L)="*)1&*@%B@%.;,)0#,.*.'0,)
.'2) -9) P$',) QM() 5M55) ="*) 1&'.'0&.#)
clearance. The state government has 
received 25 proposals before the 
ethanol policy was announced. The 
state government would allot land 
to ethanol investors from the 4,200 
acre available with BIADA and the 
industry department. At present, 
Bihar has been producing 12,000 
crore litre ethanol per year and is the 
1&=%3)3&;3,@%),%3.'"#B!*"2$0&';)@%.%,)
in the country.

!  The matter was tabled in Bihar 
Legislature on Wednesday. 
The Central government has 
already given permission for 
direct production of ethanol last 
December in consonance with 
National Policy of Biofuels, 2018.

OPEN SERCH

NEW DELHI : Hon�ble
President of India, Shri Ram
Nath Kovind today inaugu-
rated school and hostel build-
ings built by NTPC Rihand
under its Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initia-
tive, at Sewa Kunj Ashram,
Chapki at NTPC Rihand.

Along with Shri Ram
Nath Kovind, Hon�ble
President, the inaugural
function was also graced by
Smt Anandiben Patel, Hon�ble
Governor of Uttar Pradesh
and Shri Yogi Adityanath,
Hon�ble Chief Minister of
Uttar Pradesh. Hon�ble
President, Shri Ram Nath
Kovind was gracious to visit
to the NTPC stall set up near
the newly constructed hostel
and appreciated NTPC�s
endeavour in working
towards the welfare of the
society and said that this is
true service to the Nation.
While appreciating NTPC�s
efforts Shri Yogi Adityanath,
Hon�ble Chief Minister said
that compassion and service
towards the tribal population
is testimony to true national-
ism and NTPC has displayed
it consistently through their

good work for the communi-
ties. Shri D.K Patel, Director
(HR) NTPC, Shri Balaji
Iyengar, Executive Director,
Rihand and other senior offi-
cials of NTPC were present
on the occasion.

The buildings have been
established by NTPC, Rihand
at a total cost of about Rs.11
crore. The school comprises
of 18 classrooms and the
hostel facility has 24 rooms.
NTPC has also installed a
40KW Solar Power System
for said buildings, to ensure
uninterrupted power supply.
Further, additional rooms for
the school are being con-
structed by NTPC Ltd. under
its CSR initiative. Chapki is
located in Karidad Village in
Barbhani Block of
Sonebhadra district. The
ashram is managed by an
NGO namely, Seva Samarpan
Sansthan, that has taken ini-
tiative of providing education
to tribal children from UP &
neighbouring States on resi-
dential model.

President Ram Nath Kovind
Inaugurates Newly Built

School and Hostel by NTPC
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Sushil Modi interview: ‘Google is depriving 
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New Delhi, Agency.  

BJP Rajya Sabha Member Sushil Modi 
speaks to The Indian Express about getting 
tech giants like Google and Facebook to 
compensate traditional media for using 
their content.

What are the concerns you raised 
in Parliament today about Google and 
Facebook?

Traditional media is going through 
!"#$ %&'#"$ ()*#+$ ,!-*-.!*//0$ !-$ ")+$ '+.+-"$
)!#"&'0$ $ ,!'#"$1+.*2#+$&3$ ")+$(*-4+5!.$*-4$
now because of giants like Google which 
are eating into their revenues. Traditional 
media invest thousands of crores… they 
collect and verify the news and disseminate 
it. Google is using this content and earning 
a lot of money through advertisement 
revenues. This is depriving the traditional 
media of its revenue share.

How do you suggest the government 
should address this?

About two weeks ago, Australia passed 
a code under which these tech giants are 
compelled to share their revenue with 
print and electronic media. These platforms 
tried to retaliate by trying to block content 

from Australia but they have to relent 
and negotiate with the government. India 
should study the Australian model and draft 
a similar law or code…

You mentioned Facebook blocking 
content in retaliation. Do you think this was 
a warning shot to lawmakers elsewhere?

They tried but could not succeed. They 
had to surrender and come to the negotiation 

table. The Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison has spoken to the leaders of India, 
UK and Canada. All democratic countries 
should study Australia’s experience… Do 
you think it will be easier for India to get 
the tech giants to fall in line given the size 
of our market?

A precedence has been set. We have the 
latecomers advantage and we now have 

the opportunity to learn from Australia’s 
experience… in terms of Internet users, we 
are Number 2 in the world. That does put us 
at an advantage.

The tech giants have argued against 
revenue sharing on the ground that 
newspapers can now reach a much larger 
audience because of Google and Facebook… 
Even if their audience has increased, their 
revenue pie is shrinking… increase in 
readers is not translating into increase in ad 
revenue which is crucial for their survival.
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Pune, Agency.  

Baramati MP Supriya Sule has proposed to 
develop a water aerodrome project at Ujjani 
reservoir, under the Civil Aviation Ministry’s 
UDAN- Regional Connectivity Scheme. Sule 
met Union Civil Aviation Minister Hardeep 
Singh Puri on Wednesday and requested him 
to extend the proposed water aerodrome 
project to Ujjani, considering the strategic 
location and suitability of the reservoir. 
Ujjani, a dam over Bhima River, is located 
near the border of Pune and Solapur districts. 
In a letter handed to Puri, Sule said that 
Ujjani reservoir was located at the junction 
of Ahmednagar, Sholapur and Pune Districts; 
and it is over 125 kms away from the nearest 
commercial airport at Lohegaon in Pune 
City. The water aerodrome would provide 
proximate air-connectivity for the devotes of 
Vitthal-Rukmini Temple in Pandharpur, and 
also for the nearly 10 lakh people living in 
within 50 kilometers of the proposed water 
aerodrome. “Due to the relatively high levels 
of income of the residents in the region, I 
1+/!+;+$ ")*"$ .&55+'.!*/$ ,!8)"$ &(+'*"!&-#$
%&2/4$ ,!-4$ #23,!.!+-"$ -251+'$ &3$ (*##+-8+'#$
throughout the year,” said Sule. 

The Ujjani water aerodrome could be 
connected to existing and proposed water 
aerodromes in Goa, Thane Creek, Sabarmati 
Waterfront and Sardar Sarovar Dam, Sule 
said. It could also be connected to airports in 
major cities in Maharashtra such as Mumbai, 
Nashik, Kolhapur and Aurangabad, she added. 

<==*-!$ '+#+';&!'$ )*#$ #23,!.!+-"$ %*"+'$ 4+(")$
and low wind velocity throughout the year. 
“The reservoir is Z shaped and therefore there 
are possibly two to three alignments for take 
&33$*-4$ /*-4!-8$ ")*"$%&2/4$+-#2'+$#23,!.!+-"$
distance from Bhigwan Bird Sanctuary, as per 
the norms,” said Sule. A water aerodrome is 
an area of open water that can be used by 
seaplanes as well as amphibious aircraft to 
land and take off. Moreover, depending on 

")+$;&/25+$&3$"'*3,!.>$%*"+'$*+'&4'&5+#$5*0$
have a terminal building on the shore or on a 
jetty where planes can dock, and bays where 
they can be parked. The water dromes are 
present in some island nations, especially in 
the richer ones like the British Virgin Islands. 
Also, there are few in Canada, including 
?+//&%:-!3+$ &-$ ")+$ @'+*"$ A/*;+$ B*:+>$ C&,!-&$
on Vancouver Island and Whitehorse on 
Schwatka Lake.

New Delhi, Agency.  

"It seems that the government has 
no problem with people and farmers 
getting angry. It looks like the aim is 
not to make a handful of industrialists 
unhappy," Apna Dal (S) MLA Amar Singh 
Chaudhary told reporters in Siddharth 
Nagar. An MLA of the Apna Dal (S), an ally 
of the ruling BJP in Uttar Pradesh, came 
out in support of the farmers agitating 
against three new agriculture laws of the 
Centre on Wednesday and questioned 
why the government was adamant on 
implementing the legislations. “It seems 
that the government has no problem 
with people and farmers getting angry. 
It looks like the aim is not to make a 
handful of industrialists unhappy,” Apna 
Dal (S) MLA Amar Singh Chaudhary told 
reporters in Siddharth Nagar. Asking why 
industrialists Gautam Adani and Mukesh 
Ambani got big godowns constructed 
in different states about a year ago, he 
said the people who voted the Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP) to power in the 2014 
Lok Sabha polls and again in the 2019 
general election, with the farmers 
also extending support to the saffron 
party on the promise that their income 
will be doubled, are unhappy over the 
contentious farm laws. 
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!  BJP Rajya Sabha 

Member Sushil Modi 

speaks to The Indian 

Express about getting 

tech giants like Google 

and Facebook to 

compensate traditional 

media for using their 

content.

New Delhi, Agency. 

In the viral audio clip, which could not be 
;+'!,!+4>$ L)*:'*1&'"0$ %*#$ )+*'4$ "+//!-8$
the faculty and non-teaching staff: "I will 
ensure Visva-Bharati is closed down. But I 
am not issuing any threat." 

Visva-Bharati Vice Chancellor Bidyut 
Chakraborty, who had earlier courted 
several controversies, triggered a fresh 
row on Wednesday over a purported audio 
clip of him threatening to close down the 
premier central university. In the viral 
*24!&$ ./!(>$ %)!.)$ .&2/4$ -&"$ 1+$ ;+'!,!+4>$
Chakraborty was heard telling the faculty 
and non-teaching staff: “I will ensure Visva-
Bharati is closed down. But I am not issuing 
any threat.” “Visva-Bharati has become a 
hotbed of thieves and dacoits. Otherwise 
how come (TMC leader) Anubrata Mondal 

gets away by saying the VC is insane,” he 
said. The audio clips triggered widespread 
protests but the Visva-Bharati authorities 
4!4$ -&"$ !##2+$ *-0$ &3,!.!*/$ #"*"+5+-"E$ F-$
another audio clip, apparently of the same 
virtual meeting, Chakraborty purportedly 
said: “No sane person will be able to 
sustain here, considering the extent of 
theft going on unabated.” 

“Some of the children here try to break 
open the locks of a faculty member, but 
there is no protest. Everyone here is an 
escapist but wants the full salary at the 
start of the month. I tried to catch the 
thieves and hence I am bad for some,” he 
said. A senior faculty member said the 
comments were made at a virtual meeting 
on March 15 where the VC was talking 
about disciplinary action against some 
university staff and employees.

Visva-Bharati VC in fresh row 
after audio clip emerges
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 Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

The joint front of various LIC 
organizations went on strike 
today against the Indian 
government for bringing IPO 
in LIC, raising FDI limit in 
insurance sector and excessive 
delay in salary revision.  Eight 
branches of LIC in Dhanbad 
district remained closed.  To 
make the strike a success, a 
procession was taken out from 
the Zilla Parishad grounds to 
Randhir Verma Chowk today 
and a general meeting was 
organized.  In this, all the labor 
organizations of the district 
were fully supported.  In the 
2021-22 budget presented 
by the Finance Minister on 
February 1, 2021, it is proposed 
to raise Rs 1.75 lakh crore 
by selling its stake in public 
companies.  Part of it is planned 
to be raised through LIC's IPO.  It 
is being strongly opposed in the 
whole country.  Bringing its IPO 
is wrong and unconstitutional.  
The Life Insurance Corporation 
of India, formed in 1956 
with a small capital of only 5 
crores, has accumulated assets 
worth Rs 32 lakh crores by 
accumulating the savings of the 
people of India.  LIC is providing 
insurance cover to more than 
400 million people.  Bringing an 
IPO of such a brilliant institution 
!"# $%# $&&$'(# )%# &*+# ,!%$%'!$-#
sovereignty of the country.  
Speakers at the meeting said 
that the government's policy 
of selling the country would 
be strongly opposed and the 

wheel of privatization would be 
stopped.  Bringing an IPO of LIC 
is like running a cost by selling 
home jewelery.  Therefore, the 
IPO of LIC will be stopped in 
the interest of the country.  The 
government's decision was 
strongly opposed in today's 
strike.  Hemant Mishra of the 
United Front said that FDI in 
the insurance sector is not FDI, 
but it is a conspiracy to direct 
foreign intervention and rob 
the common man's savings.  We 
will stop this loot.  So far, only 
35 percent FDI has come in the 
insurance sector.  There is no 
./"&!,!'$&!)%#0)1#!%'1+$"!%2#!&3
Unnecessary delays were 
opposed by the government 
in the wage revision.  Neeraj 
Kumar said that it is the right 
of the workers to make wage 
revision on time.  The meeting 

was addressed by Prabhu 
Lal, Ramakrishna Paswan, 
Manus Chatterjee of CITU, 
Shivbalak Paswan, Satyendra 
Kumar, Pooranjay Kumar, 
Prabhat Chaudhary of Bank, 
Debashish Vaishya.  All the 
labor organizations including 
CITU, Mazdoor Employees 
Coordination Committee got 
huge support in the strike.  
Neeraj Kumar, Alagu Prasad, 
Devashish Chaudhary, Shubham 
Kumar, Amarjeet Rajwanshi, 
Birendra Barat, Kailash Das, 
Anand Mohan Jha, Sunil Sinha, 
Khushboo Kumari, Sunil 
Mishra, Deepak Kumar Singh, 
Amit Kumar, Ravindra Dubey, 
Suresh in making the strike 
a success.  Others including 
Kumar, Sunil Mishra, PK Karna, 
Kumar Gulshan contributed 
"!2%!,!'$%&-43

United Front organized 

procession and assembly
New Delhi  

Space Minister Jitendra 
Singh informed the Rajya 
Sabha that Gaganyaan 
programme envisages 
sending humans to low 
earth orbit (LEO) on 
board an Indian launch 
vehicle and bring them 
back to earth safely. 
Responding to a question, 
the Minister said that ISRO 
has wide experience in 
technological areas with 
respect to launch vehicle, 
spacecraft management 
and ground infrastructure 
etc and it has taken steps 
for human rating of 
existing systems to ensure 
crew safety. India is also 

proud of the fact that 
many Indian scientists 
$1+#5)!%2#"!2%!,!'$%&#6)1(#
in collaboration with 
international institutions 
and if there is any proposal 
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specialised experience, 
Indian government will 
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proposal in a positive 
manner, he added.

Ramgarh, Correspondent. 

During the budget session 
of Jharkhand Legislative 
Assembly, Mamta Devi, 
MLA of Ramgarh Assembly 
constituency, demanded 
construction of incomplete 
veterinary hospital building 
in Gola block, repairing of 
shabby building of Chittarpur 
veterinary hospital and 
construction of veterinary 
hospital in Dulmi. Mamta Devi 
said that the construction work 
of the Veterinary Hospital 
building in Gola block 10 years 
ago has not been completed till 
date. The veterinary hospital at 
Chittarpur is in a dilapidated 
condition and there is no 
veterinary hospital at Dulmi. 
The construction of the 
veterinary hospital building 
in the above three blocks and 
repairing should be provided 
without any delay.  In response 
to Ramgarh MLA's question, 
the government has said that 

construction of veterinary 
hospitals in Gola, Chitarpur and 
Dulmi will soon be completed 
and repair facility will be 
provided.During the budget 
session of the Vidhan Sabha 
on Thursday, Ramgarh MLA 
Mamta Devi demanded the 
second installment payment 
of the scheme to provide cows 
on the grant to the BPL women 

of the state. She said that the 
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paid by the government under 
the scheme to provide two 
cows at 90% grant to provide 
employment to women in rural 
areas but due to non-payment 
of the second installment, 
women are facing problems 
and their employment. The 
government   In response 

to the MLA's question, the 
government said that physical 
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assets distributed in all the 
districts will be done with 
the Deputy Commissioner by 
paying the second installment. 
During the budget session 
of Jharkhand Legislative 
Assembly, Ramgarh MLA 
Mamta Devi raised the matter 
of irregularities in the bridge 
being constructed in the Bheda 
river of Kulhi under Ramgarh 
assembly constituency through 
zero hours.  Mamta Devi said 
that the contractor is making 
huge irregularities in the 
bridge construction. The time 
limit to complete the bridge 
construction work has also 
expired but the construction 
work is not completed yet. 
Due to this negligence, many 
people lost their lives due to 
drowning in water.  She has 
asked the government to take 
action by checking the delay in 
construction of the bridge.

News in Breif

 Mask checking 
campaign in Maithon

Maithon Agency, :    Today, mask check 
operation was carried out under all 
police stations and OP area of   the district.  
In Maithon OP area, intensive mask 
investigation cum awareness campaign 
was conducted in Sanjay Chowk, Maingate, 
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area under the direction of Michael 
Koda, Maithon OP in-charge.  People 
were told that wearing masks has been 
made mandatory by the government for 
protection from Kovid.  If anyone is caught 
without a mask, they will be processed 
as per the rules.  So wear masks, do not 
create unnecessary crowds and follow 
social distance.  In this campaign, people 
were seen wearing masks from their 
homes.  Maithon OP in-charge told that 
this campaign will go on continuously.  It 
will be expedited and strict action will be 
taken at the time of the festival.  Following 
the guidelines issued by the government 
regarding Kovid, all will be safe.
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in Belgaria

Putkee Agency, :  A coordination meeting 
of JRDA, BCCL, zonal and administrative 
)0,!'!$-"#6$"#*+-5#&)5$4#$&#&*+#;0,!'+1"#
Club of PB Area for shifting to the allotted 
accommodation in Belagadia.  Apart from 
Raju Rajak of JRDA, PB Area GM A Rai 
Choudhary, CO Shubhra Rani, Inspector 
Saroj Kumar Singh, Vinay Kumar, several 
)0,!'+1"#)0#&*+#')--!+14#6+1+#>1+"+%&3##
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536 people of the area have been allotted 
accommodation by Jareda in Belgaria.  
Only 25 of these people have shifted so far.  
The team of Jareda, police, administration 
and BCCL will campaign from Friday to 
shift the remaining people.  It will be 
noted why people are not leaving and 
when they will leave.  The team will visit 
"+9+%#$1+$"<#!%'-/5!%2#!5+%&!,!+5#=/"&$/1<#
Kenduadih, Gopalichak, Hydromine.  
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participation in such campaigns has been 
less successful.  Authorities have been 
intimidated, but now a joint team will 
make the campaign easier for people to 
move.

Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

The Income Tax 
Department's raid on the 
bases of coal businessman 
Sanjay Kejriwal on Jharia 
Exchange Road is going on 
from 9 am on Wednesday.  
Apart from this, raids have 
also been conducted on 
Pramod Goyal located in the 
city center of Dhanbad.  It is 
said that Sanjay Kejriwal 
runs a variety of businesses.
Sanjay Kejriwal's business 
is also linked to Giridih's 
Shrivir Group.  According 
to the information, the 
Income Tax Department 
is taking action on the 
information of tax evasion 
by concealing the actual 
income.  The Income Tax 

Department is examining 
documents related to 
business activities.  Since 
yesterday, the market for 
discussions on raids on 
Sanjay Kejriwal's house 
is hot.  During this time, 
some big revelations are 

expected to be made.  
Sanjay Kejriwal's family has 
been living in a residence at 
Jharia Telephone Exchange 
0)1# HI# 4+$1"3# # ;0,!'!$-"# )0#
the Income Tax Department 
team said that the process 
of raiding is still going on.

Income tax raids on the bases of 

coal businessman Sanjay Kejriwal

Demand for Trauma Center 
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Gomo Agency, :   Many people are losing 
their lives by not having a trauma center 
anywhere on GT Red.  His life could be 
saved by staying in the trauma center.  
While taking the injured to Dhanbad, many 
die.  The public of Topchachi and Gomo 
have demanded MLA Mathura Prasad 
Mahato to take the initiative to open a 
trauma center at Topchachi GT Road.  Vinay 
Upadhyay aka Baba has said that GT Road 
is quite busy.  Accidents continue to happen 
and many people die.  They could have 
been saved, provided the Trauma Center 
lived here, but unfortunately is nowhere 
on GT Road. MLA representative Jagdish 
Chaudhary said that he would talk to the 
MLA in this regard and say that he should 
talk to the government and start a trauma 
center in Topchachi immediately so that 
the lives of the people can be saved.
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Nirsa, Correspondent. 

The DAV school building was inaugurated 
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of ECL Mugama area at a cost of seven 
crore thirty lakhs, Director (Independent 
Charge) of ECL Headquarters, Praveen 
Kant, cut the lace and lit the lamp.  On 
this occasion directors MK Singh, Gunjan 
Singh, AK Ganeriwala, Drs.  KC Srivastava 
was present.  Vibhash Chandra Singh, the 
general manager of the Mugma region, 
honored all by giving them bouquets and 
shawls.  
The Principal of the school SK Singh 
honored GM BC Singh by giving him shawls 
and bouquets and congratulated him for 
the construction of the school building.  
The school building was to be inaugurated 
by ECL Chairman cum Managing Director 
PM Mishra.  Earlier, the schedule was 
scheduled, but he could not attend due to 
unavoidable reasons.  Chief Guest Director 
Praveen Kant said that education is the 
foundation of the country's progress.  He 
assured all possible help for the poor 
meritorious students through the school.  
He congratulated the General Manager for 
the construction of the building in a short 

time.  Director AK Ganeriwala said that in 
1982, Coal India had opened only three 
DAV schools.  They are also products of the 
same school.  He said that at present 90 
DAV schools are running.  He wished for 
further development of the school.  General 

Manager BC Singh said that seven crore 
and thirty lakh rupees have been spent in 
the construction of the school building.  
ECL Headquarters had very commendable 
support in the construction of the building, 
due to which it has become possible.  This 
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children from outside.  Mr. Singh, Engineer 
of the Civil Department, Farid Ahmed 
Bux, s.  Jha praised Sanjeev Kumar, under 
whose supervision the building has been 
constructed.  In the end he wished the 
school a bright future.  Principal SK Singh 
praised the ECL management and said 
that the building has been built with his 
courtesy.  Now we will work to maintain the 
future of children through maintenance of 
school building with full capacity, education 
with discipline.  After the program, the 
students of the school presented a cultural 
>1)21$83# # ;0,!'!$-"# )0# &*+#K/2$8$# 1+2!)%#
along with internal security personnel 
of CISF and ECL were also present on the 
occasion.  Before the program started, 
BJP supporters expressed displeasure at 
not calling public representatives at the 
program and shouted slogans when they 
reached the inauguration site.  He said 
that the ECL management has not invited 
public representatives at the behest of 
the leader of a political party.  He was 
referring to former MLA Arup Chatterjee.  
A memorandum of the said intention was 
submitted to the Principal of the school.
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New Delhi Agency, :  The Supreme Court on Thursday 
stayed the ongoing hearing of cases related to coronavirus 
vaccines in the Delhi and Bombay High Courts. The bench 
headed by Chief Justice SA Bobde said the cases could be 
heard along with a case pending before it.
The top court also sought responses from the Centre and 
others on pleas of the Serum Institute and Bharat Biotech 
seeking transfer of the cases from the high courts to the 
apex court.The vaccine makers argued that vaccination 
was an “all- India” issue and needed to be heard by the 
C/>1+8+#?)/1&#0)1#$#,!%$-#5+'!"!)%3#D*+#7+%'*#%)&+5#&*$&#
their pleas need to be transferred to the apex court for an 
authoritative judgement.Both the Delhi and Bombay High 
Courts had deferred the hearing after they were told that 
9$''!%+#8$%/0$'&/1+1"#*$9+#,!-+5#&1$%"0+1#>+&!&!)%"#7+0)1+#
the Supreme Court.
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Tisra, Correspondent. 

Government and non-government 
industries are being destroyed due to 
wrong policy of central government.  
The government is selling the 
public industries of the country 
one by one.  Along with farmers, 
industry, insurance workers, bank 
employees, traders, everyone is 
agitating against this.  Yet corporate 
government is not ready to listen.  
The above things were said by the 
Chief Guest DD Ramanandan TICP 
General Secretary at the conference 

held at the community building 
of the MOCP of Lodna Regional 
Committee of BCKU.  He said that 

the workers working in Coal India, 
farmers and small industrialists 
of the country are moaning today.  

People have suffocated from the 
BJP government.  Today the right 
leadership is needed to change the 
state and direction of the country.  
Former Nirsa MLA Arup Chatterjee 
said that today the country is moving 
fast towards privatization.  High 
)0,!'!$-"#)0#E*$()()-!#$1+#>1)8)&!%2#
outsourcing.  Putting departmental 
coal production in disarray, they are 
helping to rob the company by tying 
up with outsourcing management.  
SK Bakshi said that ever since the 
current Director of Personnel has 
come, not a single work is being 

done properly in the Welfare 
Department.  No concrete initiative 
has been taken by the management 
for housing repair, drinking water 
problem.  Other speakers include 
Manas Chatterjee, Suresh Gupta, 
Shivbalak Paswan, AM Pal, Sabur 
Goraiin, Prahlad Mahato, Binda 
Paswan, Fagu Napit, Surendra 
Paswan, Pashupati Dev, Rajendra 
Paswan, Dharmendra Rai, Sunil 
Paswan, Tulsi Ravani, Mumtaz Khan, 
Ajay,  Rambriksha Dhari, Jitendra 
Nishad, Subhash Kumar, Manoj 
Kumar etc. spoke.
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EDITORIAL

From right to faith to peace for all
Upendra Baxi 

There is really nothing new, not already 
anticipated in a distressed planet since 
the emergence of human species life 
nearly two million years ago. So, a long 
prehistory of inter-faith dialogue entailing 
the reciprocal relation between religious 
traditions and the robustness of the very 
idea of being human and having rights, 
precedes the recent UN movement of 
faith for rights (F4R). Archbishop Rowan 
Williams in his arresting anthology Faith 
in the Public Square wrote: “Pluralism 
is more than nervous or evasive good 
manners” and that “Argument is essential 
to a functioning democratic state”. Religion 
“should be involved in this, not constantly 
demanding the right not to be offended.” 
True faith does not lie in being religiously 
offended at the slightest pinprick but 
in robust public dialogue, serving both 
freedom and faith. And “we must resist 
policies or practices which accept the 
welfare of some at the expense of others”. 
Much the same was said by Mohandas 
Gandhi in adopting Narsimh Mehta’s 
poem as a daily national prayer: Vaishnava 
jana to tene kahiye, jo peed parai jaane re 
(A gentle person is one who knows the 
pain of the other). And so did the Supreme 
Court inarguably, via forms of social 
action litigation, taking the sufferings of 
people seriously. Indeed, I was moved to 
say in the Eighties that at long last the 
Supreme Court of India has become the 
Supreme Court for all Indians. The F4R 
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the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OCHR) promoted the Rabat plan of action 
in 2012. Note that this happened after the 
end of the Cold War, during globalisation, 
and soon after 9/11. The plan was a 
result of a series of expert workshops on 
the prohibition of incitement to national, 
racial or religious hatred, underlying 
“legislative patterns, judicial practices and 
policies”. The UN Human Rights Council 
is shortly going to discuss further the 
prohibition of the advocacy of national, 
racial or religious hatred that constitutes 
incitement to “discrimination, hostility 
'") :-'/%.9%;6) 7*%) 8<=>) !'//'&%2) ?#3) ,-:%)
regional workshops at Vienna, Nairobi, 
Bangkok, Santiago, and Rabat) “a bottom-
up, multi-stakeholder and consultative 
process” and recent examples of “post-
electoral violence spurred by hatred along 
ethnic lines; … involving extremist groups, 
abusive and malicious portrayal, online or 
in traditional media, of certain religions 
and their followers”. Thus, “hatred has 
many faces and is present in all parts of the 
world”.Attention was drawn to the “new 
punitive measures” — and the introduction 
of “vague and unclear provisions … open 
to misuse” amidst the “uneven and ad hoc 
application of these laws, compounded 
often” by the lack of “properly equipped 
institutions”. The “negative impact” was 
manifest in anti-blasphemy laws, the 
“curbing” of freedom of information and 
the use of the internet, harassment of 
journalists and human rights defenders, 
or instances… of minorities” persecution, 

with “a chilling effect on others, through 
the abuse of vague or counter-productive 
legislation, jurisprudence and policies”. 
The Rabat plan aims to “contain the 
negative effects of the manipulation of 
race, ethnic origin and religion” and “ 
the adverse use of concepts of national 
unity or national identity, which are 
often instrumentalised for… political and 
electoral purposes”. Dual standards have 
developed for protection of perpetrators 
while “members of minorities are de 
facto persecuted, with a chilling effect 
on others, through the abuse of vague 
domestic legislation, jurisprudence and 
policies”. The F4R movement underscores 
the high threshold of Article 20 of the 
International Covenant on Political and 
Civil Rights, and urges that restrictions 
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prosecution be a responsible response 
to a “pressing social need”, and recourse 
to the least intrusive measure — free 
speech may not be restricted “in a wide 
or untargeted way”. Proportionality 
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interest outweighs the harm to freedom of 
expression”. And a six-part threshold test 
is proposed for expressions considered 
as criminal offences — context, speaker, 
intent, content and form, extent, and 
imminence. If the catalytic role of religious 
leaders against hate speech animates the 
Rabat Plan, the Beirut Declaration, 2017, 
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environments where human rights, based 
on the equal worth of all individuals, are 
protected”. Its 18 commitments underline 
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rooted ethical and spiritual foundations 
provided by religions and beliefs”. All 
this stands remarkably reiterated by the 
recent sojourn of the Pope Francis to Iraq. 
He met at Najaf with the Grand Ayatollah 
Ali al-Sistani and preached hope, healing, 
tolerance, and renewal in the violent 

debris of Mosul, where ISIS tortured the 
unbelievers. Certainly, India has a high 
place at the UN table. Wise leadership 
and judicious human rights diplomacy 
are forever expected of India, which 
has a proud global record of promoting 
spiritual politics in many capacities. 
As a member of the UN Human Rights 
Council, non-permanent member of the 
Security Council, she now awaits before 
undertaking any decisive further steps, 
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shortly) on constitutional secularism. 
The nine-judge Bench will rule on 
seven major matters: The (i) interplay 
between the freedom of religion under 
Articles 25 and 26 and other provisions 
in Part III of the Constitution; (ii) “public 
order, morality and health” occurring 
in Article 25(1);(iii) “morality” or 
“constitutional morality” as affecting 
faith; (iv) nature of judicial power 
to explore the “integral part of the 
religion”; (v) meaning of the expression 
“Hindus” in Article 25(2)(b); (vi) 
relationship between Articles 25 and 
Article 26; and (vii) standing of non–
denominational persons to question 
religious practices of a denomination.
One hopes that the decision will dovetail 
with the F4R movement, portending 
new human rights futures. Further, one 
hopes that religious leaders and human 
rights experts will further nourish F4R 
and so will citizens and cadres, and the 
four estates of democracy  legislatures, 
executive, judiciary, and media. After all, 
the executive, in formulating its climate 
change policy, revived the famous 
shanti mantra from Yajur Veda: “Unto 
Heaven be peace, unto the sky and the 
earth be peace, peace be unto the water, 
unto the herbs and trees be peace.” The 
F4R movement is a recent expression of 
the collective right to peace and peace is 
a cornerstone of India’s foreign policy.

“The Kerala Students Union President and Youth 
Congress president also got a seat. Then why did the 
Mahila Congress President not get a seat? I am not 
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more women.” Seeing Lathika Subhash a Congress 
leader from Kerala with over four decades of 
experience complain publicly about the denial of a 
ticket for the upcoming state elections, for me, marked 
the end of a promise revived in the 1990s. In the heady 
days of the post-socialist “third-wave” democracy of 
that decade, reservation of seats for women in local 
bodies seemed to hold up a torch that illuminated 
roads to greater opportunities for perseverant women 
workers in political parties. Local self-government 
was deemed attractive, not just as an arena in which 
women would learn the ropes of governance and 
leadership; it would also enable them to build stable 
constituencies and democratic foundations to rise to 
the upper echelons of parties and governments. That 
promise seems dead. Lathika’s act of tonsuring her 
head is particularly poignant, associated as it is with 
widowhood, grieving, social banishment and exclusion. 
But more because it grieves the death of a social, 
political promise made to all women by the political 
mainstream. Yet, it is comforting to know that unlike 
traditional social exclusionary rituals after which the 
woman is cast out, Lathika refuses to be cowed down. It 
is said that she plans to contest as an independent. This 
is not a bolt from the blue but a story that has unfolded 
since the 1940s. The image of Lathika’s face marred 
with pain and humiliation and at the same time lit 
with determination and rage made me recall another 
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easily the most revered and recognised Congress 
activist of her generation Accamma Cheriyan. Though 
a leader of the Congress who returned unopposed to 
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elections of 1948, she was denied a ticket for the Lok 
Sabha elections in independent India. In response 
to Jawaharlal Nehru’s call to include more women in 
the Congress candidate lists, Kumbalathu Sanku Pillai 
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moral stature but compensated for it by his adroitness 
in manipulating male-dominated community politics) 
declared that women in Travancore were already 
“empresses of the home” and no loss was forthcoming 
for Kerala because of women’s absence in legislative 
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feminists in Kerala did not anticipate the likes of Pillai. 
It was an important reason why some of them seemed 
to trust the regressive Travancore princely state 
more than anti-colonial, progressive political parties. 
Writing in 1944, T N Kalyanikutty Amma anticipated 
precisely this: “No matter how unquestionable the 
personal greatness of women candidates for general 
seats maybe,” she wrote, “the support they receive 
is questionable.” She also noted that women voters 
may be more in numbers but they have “neither the 
information nor the encouragement to vote exclusively 
for women candidates”. Hence, she appealed to the 
Travancore government to retain and expand the 
special constituencies representing “Women”.

Atul Bagai , Jenna Jambeck 
2021 offers a hint of hope after a year of gloom. Vaccines 
are rolling out, and we might permit ourselves visions of 
normality as the battle against the COVID-19 pandemic 
at last swings in our favour. While we may soon prevail 
against COVID-19, we can’t ignore an increasing problem 
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have been deployed in great quantities as a shield against 
COVID. But little attention has been paid to where the 
increased plastic waste will end up. The sad irony is we 
were on the cusp of real victories against plastic pollution 
just as the coronavirus pandemic began. In 2019, Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi committed to completely phase 
out single-use plastics by 2022. The commitment called 
for better arrangements to collect, store, and recycle 
single-use plastic. The movement was also international. 
The UN Environment Programme, with the support of 
Norway and Japan, undertook a multiyear assessment of 
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the ocean, through projects like CounterMEASURE. And 
National Geographic’s “Sea to Source: Ganges” Expedition 
brought together four countries, including India and 
Bangladesh, to holistically study plastic pollution within 
the Ganges river basin. The pandemic halted and, in 
some cases, reversed much of this progress. Plastics, 
especially single-use plastics, became more ubiquitous. 
Masks, sanitiser bottles, personal protective equipment, 
food packaging, water bottles: Life came to be ensconced 
in a plastic shell. In time, this plastic will disintegrate 
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microplastics and move through water bodies and farm 
soil to enter the food we eat and the air we breathe. We 
know that only 9 per cent of all plastic ever produced has 
been recycled, while 79 per cent of all plastic produced 
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soil, and other natural systems. Plastic doesn’t belong in 
our bodies and it doesn’t belong in nature. But plastic is 
still important. Its central role in durable goods, medicine 
and food safety means that it is not practical to get rid 
of entirely. Instead, we must be more thoughtful about 
where, when and how we use it. We need an approach 
that includes reducing the manufacture of new fossil fuel-
based plastics, improving waste collection and disposal, 
and developing and using alternatives. There are several 
steps we can take right now, even during the struggle 
against COVID-19, keeping in mind that above all we 
should avoid single-use plastics as much as possible. 
Firstly, we should ensure that waste collection operates at 
the same pace as waste generation. We know from UNEP 
and National Geographic’s work that litter is a large part of 
the plastic pollution ending up in Indian rivers. Improved 
planning and frequency of waste disposal operations 
can alleviate this. Secondly, we must be able to segregate 
waste and used plastic early in the waste-to-value cycle 
so that the plastic remains suitable for treatment and 
recycling. Some source segregation efforts became more 
normalised during the pandemic and this is a trend that 
should continue. It will make recycling much easier and 
more economically viable. Thirdly, we need to encourage 
environmentally-friendly alternatives to single-use 
plastics where they exist and develop alternatives where 
they do not exist. Business models that avoid plastic waste 
through alternative product delivery systems, promote 
circularity, and use plastic waste should be encouraged. 
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considering that plastic pollution is a truly society-wide 
problem, it is important for government, businesses, and 
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A broken promise: women in 
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The hidden pandemic 
of single-use plastic

Suhas Palshikar 
Just as we were leaving behind the 
controversy over “too much democracy”, 
we have landed into another one, about too 
little democracy. The spirited response by 
the External Affairs Minister, S Jaishankar, 
to the latest international negative 
assessments of India’s democracy 
deserves applause for witty repartee. But 
is democracy a matter of mere repartee? 
And is the minister’s response repartee 
or a serious intellectual proposition? 
It seems that the minister’s response 
represents a considered position of the 
current regime: The blunt assertion is that 
outsiders have no business assessing our 
democracy. The baseline of the repartee 
is that voters elect a majority and that 
is all democracy is about. Indeed, the 
methodology and ranking mechanisms 
adopted by organisations like Freedom 
House and projects like V-Dem can 
be critiqued. But it is rather petty to 
challenge them when, and because, your 
country is downgraded. Within their 
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purposes. They allow cross-national 
comparisons. One may have reservations 
about their criteria but being common 
for all countries, they give a reasonable 
idea where a country stands vis-à-vis 
others. They also tell us how a given 
country has been performing over time. 
Therefore, rejecting them as hypocrisy 
is not merely churlish, it characterises 
the avoidance syndrome. One wonders 
when our national bird changed from 
peacock to ostrich. But we, too, can leave 
the international wisdom aside and ask 
two homegrown questions. First, how 
does one handle domestic criticism of 
the way the current regime has corroded 
democracy in India? Not all criticisms 
take inspiration from Freedom House 
or the likes of it. This writer would 
not require evidence from V-Dem to 
argue that things are going wrong as 
far as democratic politics is concerned 
in this country. Arrests and gagging of 
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sedition cases, unleashing of investigative 
agencies against critics of the government 

and numerous suspensions of internet in 
“disturbed areas” have all been widely 
reported. The regime has facilitated space 
for vigilantes to engage not just in trolling 
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cases by way of harassment, and lynching. 
The judiciary has chosen to avoid cases 
involving challenges to major laws and 
inexplicably postponed hearing habeas 
corpus cases. Finally, the majoritarian 
turn both in policy and public opinion has 
posed an intellectual challenge of evolving 
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Activists who get arrested for their tweets, 
political workers who are denied bail, 
comedians who face trials, minorities that 
get sidelined and maligned, journalists 
who have to face FIRs, are not going to 
need V-Dem or Freedom House reports to 
give their experience a name. There is only 
one lesson for all of them: It is a mistake 
to imagine that India is a democracy, there 
is a stiff cost attached to that imagination 
and therefore the unmistakable 
conclusion is that all are not free nor 
politically equal. Even if the wisdom of 
the minister were to force a change in 
the international assessment, it will not 
change the ground reality. But in the 
coming years, a second question is going 
to occupy the public space prominently: 
How do we understand democracy? 
Regimes that undo legacies, de-recognise 

existing wisdom, unsettle established 
practices and generally claim the task of 
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tactic of intellectual skullduggery: Taking 
recourse to nativism, they seek to change 
meanings of ideas and popularise those 
meanings in the name of exceptionalism or 
nationalism. The recent negative reports 
about India’s democracy have given a 
convenient handle to pseudo-intellectuals 
of the regime to commence this offensive 
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it will be argued that democracy is a 
western notion unnecessary for true and 
spiritual emancipation — moksha. It will 
be claimed that there is an indigenous 
meaning to democracy. Liberalism and 
individual rights are a western fashion, 
institutional autonomy is a fetish, freedom 
'!)%GE"%++-'.)-+)#)+CE%",/C'C+)/CGC"0)?#.2)
of course, no freedom is absolute). The 
emphasis on Deendayal Upadhyaya and 
the unapologetic revival of MS Golwalkar 
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arguing that there is an Indian-Hindu 
version of democracy. A careful reading 
of more recent speeches by RSS chief 
Mohan Bhagwat testify to that claim. The 
claim is often simplistic that democracy 
was invented, practised and theorised 
in Hindu tradition and scriptures much 
before and independently of western 
intellectual developments. But beyond 

that, there is a denial of two key resources 
on which India’s democratic politics is 
based namely, the national movement 
and the Constitution. This is where the 
task of true democrats is cut out for them. 
They need to undertake three routes. 
The most elementary responsibility is 
not to express glee at the international 
downgrading of India’s democracy, and 
throw the results into the regime’s face. 
This is a moment to be sober and to keep 
asking how we arrived here. Second is the 
theoretical challenge. Going beyond the 
binaries of western and non-western, a 
robust model of democracy will need to 
be redeemed. As globalisation and the 
spatial movement of people becomes the 
norm, the question of what constitutes 
a majority and how different identities 
relate to each other will become central 
to democracies. Without being ultra-
nationalist, like spokespersons of the 
current regime, we need to frankly 
insist on learning from the dreams 
and experiments of India’s freedom 
movement and Constitution. Third, the 
simplistic binary between electoral 
and non-electoral needs to be set aside. 
Regimes which initially hide behind the 
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the virtue of electoral victories and the 
will of the people. However, moments 
of democracy’s crisis alert us that the 
division between the liberal and the 
democratic is shallow and unhelpful. 
The will of the people cannot express 
itself unless people as groups, religions, 
and also as individual dissenters are 
free to express themselves. The moment 
individual citizens or minorities and 
marginalised sections are silenced into 
self-censorship born out of the lure of 
social approbation or risk of repression, 
democracy based on the claims of so many 
votes begins to resemble its opposite. 
Whether or not to call that opposite of 
democracy by the name of autocracy, 
authoritarianism, or partial freedom, is 
less important because non-democracy, 
by any name, will smell as odious it will 
crush the “people” in whose name it has 
enthroned itself.

Two homegrown questions for Indian democrats
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Commissioner for 
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promoted the Rabat plan 

of action in 2012. Note 

that this happened after 

the end of the Cold War, 

during globalisation, and 

soon after 9/11. The plan 

was a result of a series of 

expert workshops on the 

prohibition of incitement 

to national, racial 

or religious hatred, 

underlying “legislative 

patterns, judicial 

practices and policies”. 

India must support Faith for Rights, a UN-led movement 
which campaigns against incitement to national, racial 

or religious hatred, and exposes legislative patterns, 
judicial practices and government policies that 

undercut peaceful coexistence of different faiths.
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News in Breif

Russia has ordered its US ambassador to 
return to Moscow after President Joe Biden 
said he believed his Russian counterpart was a 
killer.Diplomats warn that relations are close 
to complete breakdown after Biden also said 
that Russian President Vladimir Putin would 
face retaliation for election interference. In 
an ABC news interview, Joe Biden said “I do” 
when asked if he believed Putin — who some 
accuse of ordering the assassinations of his 
political opponents — was a killer. Biden also 
responded to questions about a US intelligence 
report that Putin tried to harm his candidacy in 
the November 2020 election in favor of Donald 
Trump’s.“He will pay a price,” said 78-year-old 
Biden. “You’ll see shortly.” Russia on Thursday 
said it had summoned its envoy home. “The 
Russian ambassador in Washington, Anatoly 
Antonov, has been invited to come to Moscow 
for consultations conducted with the aim of 
analyzing what should be done and where 
to go in the context of ties with the United 
States,” the Russian foreign ministry said. 
Russia on Thursday said it had summoned 
its envoy home. “The Russian ambassador 
in Washington, Anatoly Antonov, has been 
invited to come to Moscow for consultations 
conducted with the aim of analyzing what 
should be done and where to go in the context 
of ties with the United States,” the Russian 
foreign ministry said.The deputy chairman 
of the Russian parliament’s upper house, 
Konstantin Kosachyov, said Biden’s comments 
ended hopes of a change in US policy towards 
Russia under the new administration.He said 
more action might follow, but the recall of 
the Russian ambassador was a reasonable 
step.“I suspect it will not be the last one 
if no explanation or apology follows from 
the American side,” Kosachyov said in a 
Facebook post.Another pro-Kremlin lawmaker 
Artur Chilingarov, from the lower house of 
parliament, called for a “tough reaction” from 
Moscow. The Russian government has not yet 
responded publicly to the Biden interview, but 
it is expected to do so later on Thursday.

Russia vents as Joe Biden says 
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Judy Dodd began struggling with long COVID 

symptoms last spring — shortness of breath, 

headaches, exhaustion. "en she got the vac-

cine.A#er her first Pfizer-BioNTech shot in late 

January, she felt so physically miserable that she 

had to be persuaded to get the second. For three 

days a#er that one, she also felt awful. But the 

fourth day, everything changed.“I woke up, and 

it was like, ‘Oh, what a beautiful morning,’” said 

Dodd, a middle school teacher who is also an 

actor and director. “It was like I’d been direct-

ing ‘Sweeney Todd’ for months, and now I’m 

directing ‘Oklahoma.’”Dodd, who continues to 

feel good, is among a number of people who 

are reporting that the post-COVID symptoms 

they have experienced for months have begun 

improving, sometimes significantly, a#er they 

got the vaccine. It is a phenomenon that doctors 

and scientists are watching closely, but as with 

much about the yearlong coronavirus pandemic, 

there are many uncertainties.Scientists are only 

beginning to study any potential effect of vac-

cines on long COVID symptoms. Anecdotes 

run the gamut: Besides those who report feeling 

better a#er the shots, many people say they have 

experienced no change, and a small number 

say they feel worse.Reports from doctors vary 

too. Dr. Daniel Griffin, an infectious disease 

physician at Columbia University, said about 

40% of the long COVID patients he has been 

treating cite symptom improvement a#er the 

vaccine. “"ey notice, ‘Hey, over the days, I’m 

feeling better. "e fatigue isn’t so bad. Maybe 

smell is coming back,’” Griffin said.Other doc-

tors say it is too early to know.“Too few of our 

participants have been vaccinated so far to really 

be able to provide insight into this question,” 

said Dr. Michael Peluso, an infectious disease 

specialist working on a study of long-term 

COVID patients at University of California, San 

Francisco. “I’ve heard anecdotes as well, but I’ve 

seen too little data so far.”"is month, a small 

study by British researchers that has not yet been 

peer-reviewed found that eight months a#er 

people were hospitalized for COVID-19, those 

who were vaccinated experienced improvement 

in more long COVID symptoms than those 

who were not yet vaccinated. "e 44 vaccinated 

patients in the study were older and had 

more underlying medical conditions, since 

people with those characteristics qualified for 

vaccines earlier.One month a#er vaccina-

tion, those patients reported improvement 

in 23% of their long COVID symptoms, like 

joint pain and breathing, while 5.6% of their 

symptoms had worsened. "e 22 unvac-

cinated people questioned at that time said 

15% of their symptoms were better, while 14% 

of their symptoms were worse. "ere was no 

difference in response between people who 

received the Pfizer-BioNTech and Oxford-

AstraZeneca vaccines. Additional information 

comes from two surveys of several hundred 

people with long COVID symptoms, many of 

whom were never hospitalized for the disease.

One survey of 345 people, mostly women and 

mostly in the United Kingdom, found that two 

weeks or more a#er their first vaccine dose, 93 

felt slightly better and 18 felt back to normal — a 

total of 32% reporting improved long COVID 

symptoms.In that survey, by Gez Medinger, a 

London-based filmmaker who has experienced 

post-COVID symptoms, 61 people, just under 

18%, felt worse, most of them reporting only 

a slight decline in their condition. Nearly half 

— 172 people — reported feeling no different.

Another survey, by Survivor Corps, of a group of 

more than 150,000 COVID survivors found that 

as of March 17, 225 of 577 respondents reported 

some improvement, while 270 felt no change, 

and 82 felt worse.Jim Golen, 55, of Saginaw, Min-

nesota, feels some long COVID symptoms have 

worsened since his vaccination. Golen, a former 

hospice nurse who also has a small farm, had ex-

perienced months of difficulty, including blood 

clots in his lungs, chest pain, brain fog, insomnia 

and shortness of breath with any exertion. Late 

last year, a#er seeing several doctors, “I was final-

ly starting to get better,” he said.ince receiving the 

second dose of the Pfizer vaccine in mid-January, 

he said, his chest burning and shortness of breath 

have returned with a vengeance, especially if he 

taxes himself with activities like collecting sap 

from the maple trees on his farm. Nonetheless, 

Golen said he was “very happy” to be vaccinated, 

emphasizing that the effects of COVID were 

worse and preventing it is crucial. Some people 

shared stories of stark symptom improvements 

that took them by surprise.Laura Gross, 72, of 

Fort Lee, New Jersey, rattled off a lengthy list 

of debilitating long COVID symptoms she had 

experienced since April, including exhaustion, 

joint pain, muscle aches and a “zizzy-dizzy-

weaky thing that was like an internal, headachy, 

all-over-body vibration.”Her cognitive fuzziness 

and forgetfulness were so intense that “brain fog 

barely describes it,” she said. “It’s more like brain 

cyclone.”She also felt uncharacteristically “hope-

less, sad, lonely, unmotivated,” she said."ree 

days a#er her first Moderna shot in late January, 

everything changed.“It was like a revelation,” she 

said."e brain fog cleared completely, muscle 

aches were gone, joint pains were less intense, 

and she suddenly had much more energy. It felt, 

she said, “like the old me."at continued a#er 

the second dose.

Indian-American healthcare workers in Green Card 
backlog hold demonstration before US Capitol

Myanmar, Agency. 

A group of Indian-American 
frontline healthcare workers 
languishing in the Green Card 
backlog held a demonstration 
in front of the US Capitol urging 
lawmakers and the Biden 
administration to end the per 
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a Permanent Resident Card, is a 
document issued to immigrants to 
the US as evidence that the bearer 
has been granted the privilege 
of residing permanently in the 
country.Indian IT professionals, 
most of whom are highly skilled and 
come to the US mainly on the H-1B 
work visas, are the worst sufferers 
of the current immigration system 
which imposes a seven per cent per 
country quota on allotment of the 
coveted Green Card or permanent 
legal residency. 

“We are frontline COVID 
warriors, and we are here to tell 
how we have been short changed 
into a life of perpetual indentured 
servitude. Each of us has a story. We 
are here from all over the country 
asking for justice. Justice that has 
precluded us for decades now,” Dr 
Raj Karnatak, an infectious disease 
and critical care physician and Dr 
Pranav Singh, a pulmonary and 
critical care physician, said.“Most 
of us are from India. We trained in 
the US and took oath as physicians 
to serve the sick and needy. Most 
of us are serving the rural and 
underserved areas. We are in a 
Green Card backlog due to archaic 
country caps that allow no country 
to get more than seven percent of 
employment-based green cards,” 
said the two Indian American 
doctors’ organisers of the peaceful 
protest said in a joint statement.
According to them, due to decades 
of backlog, many high-skilled 
immigrants are not able to change 
jobs due to fear of losing the spot 
in the Green Card line and are 
indentured to one employer.“Can 
only work in the specialty 
occupation the visa is allotted for 
decades. Many healthcare workers 
could not serve in COVID-19 hot 
spots as the visas are tied to the 
job and employer,” they said.The 
small group of protestors said 
that President Joe Biden can direct 
United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (USCIS) to 

end the Green Card backlog for the 
frontline healthcare workers by 
utilising the unused green cards 
in the past years.There was an HR 
1044 fairness bill that was passed 
in the House of Representatives by 
365 votes in 2019 and its senate 
equivalent S386 passed the Senate 
in 2020.Now it is back to House as 
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Zoe Lofgren, initial co-sponsor of 
the bill HR 1044 has not shown 
any interest in bringing the bill 
to vote as a bipartisan solution 
to end the suffering of skilled 
professionals including frontline 
healthcare workers, they alleged.
Dr Karnatak and Dr Singh said 
that India is a land of more than a 
billion people, but the number of 
green cards India gets is the same 
as a country as small as Iceland. 
Indian high-skilled workers are 
brought into the US on an H-1B 
visa. There is no country cap on 
the H-1B visa and due to its sheer 
population, Indians make 50 per 
cent of the H-1B workforce.The 
H-1B visa, the most sought after 
among Indian IT professionals, is 
a non-immigrant visa that allows 
US companies to employ foreign 
workers in specialty occupations 
that require theoretical or 
technical expertise. The 
technology companies depend 
on it to hire tens of thousands 
of employees each year from 
countries like India and China.
The discrepancy in the number 
of H-1B hired from India and 
a small number of green cards 
allotted to India creates an 
inhumane Green Card backlog. 
Green Card backlog is adversely 

affecting the professional and 
personal lives of high-skilled 
immigrants from India including 
the frontline healthcare 
workers, they said.“Frontline 
healthcare workers need 
immediate relief, they are 
suffering for a very long time. 
As frontline healthcare workers 
who are risking their lives in this 
pandemic, the least we deserve 
is a certainty. A certainty that 
if we die or get disabled, our 
children and spouses won’t be 
kicked out of the country,” said 
the joint statement on behalf 
of the protestors.Last month, 
President Biden revoked a 
policy issued by his predecessor 
during the pandemic that 
blocked many Green Card 
applicants from entering the US. 
Reopening the country to people 
seeking green cards, or legal 
permanent residence, Biden 
in his proclamation said that 
the policy of former president 
Donald Trump does not advance 
the interests of the country.“To 
the contrary, it harms the United 
States, including by preventing 
certain family members of 
United States citizens and lawful 
permanent residents from joining 
their families here,” he said.The 
US is currently facing a backlog of 
nearly 473,000 qualified family-
based Green Card requests. As a 
result of Trump’s ban on issuing 
green cards, as many as 120,000 
family-based preference visas 
were lost. But this came as a big 
boon for issuing employment-
based green cards, mainly those 
on H-1B visas. 

Jerusalem, Agency. 

After a yearlong investigation, Iran’s civil aviation 
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crash of a Ukrainian passenger plane that killed 176 

people last year, revealing no new details about the 

shootdown that has provoked outrage from affected 

countries and concerns from UN investigators.
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acknowledged that its forces mistakenly downed the Ukrainian jetliner with two surface-to-

air missiles.In preliminary reports on the disaster last year, Iranian authorities blamed an air 

defense operator who they said mistook the Boeing 737-800 for an American cruise missile. 

At the time, the US and Iran were teetering on the edge of war.An American drone strike had 

killed a top Iranian general, Qassem Soleimani, in Baghdad and Iran retaliated with ballistic 

missiles at American bases in Iraq.Several hours after the missile strike, an air defense 
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off because of an error in his radar system, Iran said.
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hoped would shed more light on the mysterious downing, came to the same cryptic 
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of Tehran and, consequently, two missiles were launched toward it,” the report said. “The 

operation of aircraft had not imposed any error to the air defense unit.”The 146-page 

investigation includes details about the timeline of events and analysis of aircraft debris, but 

does not identify culprits in the shootdown, explain how the chain of command broke down, 

answer why authorities decided to keep civilian airspace open as regional tensions soared or 

respond to other key questions.

New York, Agency. 

North Korea said Thursday it will ignore a US offer for talks unless 
it withdraws its hostile policy on the North, days after Washington 
said it reached out to Pyongyang through various channels.The 
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hours before the top diplomats and defense chiefs of the United 
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don’t think there is need to respond to the US delaying-time 
trick again,” Choe said in a statement carried by state media. 
“We have already declared our stand that no (North Korea)-US 

contact and dialogue of any kind can be possible unless the US 
rolls back its hostile policy toward (North Korea). Therefore, 
we will disregard such an attempt of the US in the future, too.” 
US-led diplomacy on North Korea’s nuclear programme remains 
stalemated for about two years because of disputes over US-led 
sanctions on the North.Experts are debating over whether the 
United States and its allies should settle for a deal that would 
freeze North Korea’s nuclear activities in return for relaxing 
sanctions to prevent its arsenal from further growing. Earlier 
this week, the powerful sister of North Korean leader Kim Jong 
Un threatened to abandon rapprochement deals with South 
Korea and warned the United States to “refrain from causing a 
stink,” while criticising regular US-South Korean military drills 
that her government views as an invasion rehearsal.Choe again 
took issue with this month’s drills, saying that the United States 
“openly started aggression-minded joint military exercises 
targeting us.”Some experts say North Korea, which is eager to 
win sanctions relief, may further raise animosities with missile 
tests to boost its leverage in potential negotiations with the 
United States.North Korea’s moribund economy is suffering 
further setbacks because of the pandemic-related border 
!:'-(*.& %@"%& @"-& -$>)$/$!")%:+& -@*()7& $%-& .O%.*)":& %*"5.& ")5& "&
spate of natural disasters last summer. Blinken said during a visit 
to Tokyo earlier this week that Washington reached out to North 
Korea through several channels starting in mid-February, but it 
hasn’t received any response. He said the Biden administration 
was looking forward to completing its policy review on North 
Korea in coming weeks and was looking both at possible 
“additional pressure measures” and “diplomatic paths.”When 
Blinken met South Korean Foreign Minister Chung Eui-yong 
on Wednesday, he said the United States will work with South 
Korea, Japan and other allies to achieve the denuclearisation of 
North Korea.According to the State Department, Blinken and 
4@()>&":-'&*."9/$*;.5&"&-@"*.5&!';;$%;.)%& %'&"55*.--&N'*%@&
Korean nuclear and ballistic missile issues that they said are “a 
priority for the alliance.”Blinken and Secretary of Defense Lloyd 
Austin are in Seoul for Thursday’s “two plus two” meeting with 
%@.$*&J'(%@&L'*.")&!'()%.*#"*%-6&%@.&/$*-%&-(!@&!')%"!%&I.%8..)&
%@.&%8'&!'()%*$.-&$)&/$<.&+."*-1&P.9'*.&!';$)>&%'&J.'(:6&%@.+&@"5&
-$;$:"*&-.!(*$%+&%":7-&8$%@&B"#").-.&'9/$!$":-&$)&F'7+'1&

Kuala Lumpur, Agency.
Already displaced once in Yemen’s grinding 
!$<$:& 8"*6& Q'@";;.5& 2:$& J":.@& /:.5& 8$%@& @$-&
pregnant wife and their three children to 
central Marib province last year to seek refuge 
in a region that has known some relative peace 
and stability because of well-protected oil 
/$.:5-& )."*I+1P(%& )'8& %@.& /$>@%$)>& $-& ;'<$)>&
toward them again.Iran-backed Houthi rebels 
are pushing to capture the province from the 
internationally recognized government to try 
to complete their control over the northern half 
of Yemen. If they succeed, the Houthis could 
claim a strategic win after a largely stalemated 
I"%%:.& $)& ":;'-%& -.<.)& +."*-& '9& /$>@%$)>1F@.&
sounds of war terrify Saleh and his family.
“It’s a nightmare we are experiencing every 
night,” he said from a camp for the displaced 
that had previously escaped violence. The 
Houthis launched their Marib offensive in 
February. The new campaign, combined with 
increasing Houthi missile and drone attacks on 
neighbouring Saudi Arabia, comes as the Biden 
administration tries to relaunch talks on ending 
%@.&!')/:$!%&$)&R.;.)6&%@.&2*"I&8'*:5G-&#''*.-%&
country that has been pushed to the brink of 
famine by the bloodshed.The Houthi push in 
Q"*$I& ":-'& %@*."%.)-& %'& $>)$%.& ;'*.& /$>@%$)>&

elsewhere in Yemen. Government-allied forces, 
aided by a Saudi-led coalition, have ramped up 
attacks in other areas recently in an apparent 
attempt to force the Houthis to spread out their 
resources and make them more vulnerable.
The Marib offensive “is a fateful battle for the 
Houthis,” said political analyst Abdel-Bari Taher. 
It will determine the future of their ability to 
rule in northern Yemen. Marib houses a key 
'$:& *./$).*+& %@"%& #*'5(!.-& SDT& '9& :$0(./$.5&
petroleum gas, which is used for cooking 
and heating in almost all Yemenis. Severe 
fuel shortages already plague many areas 
"!*'--& %@.& !'()%*+1F@.& /$>@%$)>& $)&Q"*$I& !'(:5&
displace at least 385,000 people, according to 

the UN migration agency. Four displacement 
camps in the province have been abandoned 
since the start of the offensive, said Olivia 
Headon of the International Organisation for 
Migration in Yemen.Yemen has been convulsed 
by civil war since 2014 when the Houthis took 
control of the capital of Sanaa and much of 
the northern part of the country, forcing the 
government of President Abed Rabbo Mansour 
K"5$&%'&/:..&%'&%@.&-'(%@6&%@.)&%'&J"(5$&2*"I$"1

The Saudi-led coalition, backed at the time 
by the US, entered the war months later to try 
restore Hadi to power. Despite a relentless 
"$*& !";#"$>)& ")5& >*'()5& /$>@%$)>6& %@.& 8"*&
has deteriorated into a stalemate, killing 
about 130,000 people and spawning the 
world’s worst humanitarian crisis. The Biden 
"5;$)$-%*"%$')& :"-%& ;')%@& '9/$!$"::+& 8$%@5*.8&
its backing for the coalition but said the US 
would continue to offer support Saudi Arabia 
as it defends itself against Houthi attacks. The 
:"%.-%& '99.)-$<.& @"-& I..)& ";')>& %@.& /$.*!.-%6&
with the Houthis moving heavy weapons 
toward Marib. They have yet to achieve major 
progress amid stiff resistance from local tribes 
and government forces aided by airstrikes 
9*';& %@.& !'":$%$')1P(%& %@.& /$>@%$)>& $-& !';$)>&
close to civilians and the displacement camps.

C0&0,%('0>0"(3D0,-%B0(:='0#:0,-(<#&9-(3;(:=3-0(E=3(F0$(E#' 7'#,1-(G,#"('093':(3,(H/'#%,0(
I0:(<'#-=(>"#&0-(=*&#,(0''3'

J3':=(K3'0#(%4,3'0-(H2(3D0'(;3'(
:#"/-L(<%+,4(%:-(=3-+"0(93"%<M

U.5$"%*$!$")-&@"<.&*.#'*%.5&%@.&/$*-%&7)'8)&
!"-.&'9&"&8';")6&8@'&8"-&>$<.)&%@.&/$*-%&
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine during her 
pregnancy, giving birth to a baby with 
antibodies against the novel coronavirus. 
According to the yet-to-be peer-reviewed 
study, posted in the preprint server medRxiv, 
the mother had received a single dose of the 
Moderna mRNA vaccine at 36 weeks and 
three days of her gestation period.Three 
weeks later, she gave birth to a vigorous, 
healthy, full-term girl, whose blood sample 
taken immediately after birth revealed the 
presence of antibodies against the SARS-
CoV-2 virus, the study noted. “Here, we 
*.#'*%&%@.&/$*-%&7)'8)&!"-.&'9&")&$)9")%&
with SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibodies detectable 
in cord blood after maternal vaccination,” 
noted the co-authors, Paul Gilbert and Chad 
Rudnick from Florida Atlantic University 
in the US. The woman, who has been 
breastfeeding the baby exclusively, received 
the second dose of the vaccine as per the 
normal 28-day vaccination protocol timeline, 
the doctors noted. The woman, who has been 
breastfeeding the baby exclusively, received 
the second dose of the vaccine as per the 
normal 28-day vaccination protocol timeline, 
the doctors noted. 
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News in Breif

Toss time : Let the chase begin
   New Delhi, Agency.    

The toss seems to be having a disproportionate 
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Mumbai, Agency. 
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When a young Bhavani Devi’s school in Tamil Nadu 
introduced fencing as an activity, it was one of five 
sports that students could choose from. #e seniors 
in the school came to divide the students into groups 
and get them started on these sports. By the time 
Bhavani’s turn came, the other four disciplines were full 
and there was a vacant slot in only one sport. Fencing 
it would be for her.Years later, the 27-year-old has 
qualified for the Tokyo Olympics and is set to take part 
in the sabre category of the fencing event. Her ticket to 
Tokyo was printed when South Korea beat Hungary 
in the quarterfinals of the World Cup in Budapest 
last Sunday that allowed Bhavani to take the second 
qualification spot from Asia.Now that a spot in India’s 
Olympic campaign is hers, Bhavani looks back at her 
initial years in fencing and how she was dealt harsh 
lessons on money and the cost of chasing one’s dreams 
from a very young age. “When I joined this sport, the 
first question they asked students was, ‘How much is 
your father’s annual income?’ #ey said fencing is a 
very expensive sport and one couldn’t afford it if they 
came from a poor family. At that point, I lied about how 
much my father was earning in those days,” Bhavani 
told reporters on a Zoom call.“It was only later that I 

understood why that teacher had asked us that question. 
#e swords and the equipment were very expensive. In 
the beginning, we would practise with bamboo sticks 
and use our swords in competition only. #is was 
because if we broke the swords, we couldn’t afford to buy 
them and that process wasn’t easy either because it had 
to be imported.”And while her initial years in the sport 
witnessed a constant battle to find sponsors and fund 
her travels, constant equipment changes and coaching, 
a lot of those troubles subsided when got sponsored 
by the GoSports programme – specifically, the Rahul 
Dravid Mentorship Programme.It was Dravid who 

challenged the GoSports team to pick up sports which 
were not mainstream, and had more girls playing as well 
as dominating at the national level. GoSports would end 
up picking up gymnast Dipa Karmakar and Bhavani as 
part of that mentorship programme. #e question of 
money would be one that would hover over Bhavani’s 
family for years. But it wasn’t the only issue. Fencing 
in India has always been a lonely sport for her. With 
no compatriot competing on the international stage 
like her, Devi has had to travel the world on her own.
Be it competitions or training camps – if the question 
on where the money was going to come from was 

answered, concerns about the well-being of their child 
would always be in the minds of Bhavani’s parents.“#e 
first 10 years were a real struggle. As a mother, the safety 
of my daughter was a worry. As a young student of the 
game, Bhavani was travelling to different countries and 
taking part in different competitions. Our neighbours 
and family members would ask us why we were sending 
our daughter to different countries, especially if the 
Olympics was such a far-off prospect,” recalled Ramani 
Devi, Bhavani’s mother. Now that the Tokyo Olympics 
are a few months away and the fear of cancellation from 
last year that Devi went through has been replaced by 
a sense of anticipation a%er her qualification, the hard 
work restarts. #e lockdown that forced athletes around 
the world to stay indoors hampered valuable progress 
made.But in Bhavani’s case, the period of lockdown 
was when she could continue to focus on the technical 
aspects of her game and maintain a steady level of 
fitness while recovering from past injuries.“During the 
lockdown, my priority was maintaining the same form 
and keeping up my fitness levels. We tried to improve 
some technical skills with the sabre as well as my 
footwork. But I didn’t have partners during the period 
and had to work with dummies. We tried to do our best 
to improve but I was good at maintaining my form and 
fitness level. I also recovered from a back injury which I 
had a few months before lockdown.”

Bhavani Devi uses her sword and Dravid’s 
mentorship to chart road to Tokyo

   New Delhi, Agency.    
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9)/'*%?5%@)&+*)/%A6"%!,-%B#$/'C6$/%B+*D')&%<<>%9)/'*%E(1+/%
aim to take the toss out of equation and put up a much 
'F2#(?$/%*++;#(1)/%5"(E%*&*')56%*%G(#F'/*H+$%@)&+*)/%
')%6"$'#%6(%H'/%6(%+$?$+%6"$%5$#'$5%')%6"$%G(1#6"%!E$)6D,-I%
here on Thursday.The template of win the toss and bowl 
has been set in the series with the chasing team getting 
home rather comfortably.Going by Kohli’s words post the 
6"'#/%&*F$I%*%6"'#/%*++;#(1)/$#%*+()&5'/$%J*#/'K%B*)/D*%
and Washington Sundar can be drafted into the side 
with the choice between uncapped Rahul Tewatia and 
LM*#%B*6$+N%9)/'*%OB+*D')&%P9Q>%R("'6%S"*#F*I%TU%R*"1+I%
95"*)%T'5"*)I%8'#*6%T("+'OCQI%R'5"*H"%B*)6OEQI%S"#$D*5%
9D$#I%J*#/'K%B*)/D*I%.*5"')&6()%S1)/*#I%:$$2*K%0"*"*#I%
V"1?)$5"E*#%T1F*#I%W1X?$)/#*%0"*"*+@)&+*)/%OB+*D')&%
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Vehicle scrapping policy will be 'win-
win'; to reduce pollution: Gadkari 

 New Delhi, Agency. 

Union minister Nitin 
Gadkari on Thursday said 
the vehicle scrapping 
policy will be a "win-
win" policy that will help 
!"#$%&'()*'+('),!-!'.-/(0.1(
reduce pollution. Making 
a statement regarding the 
vehicle scrapping policy 
in the Lok Sabha, the Road 
Transport, Highways and 
MSMEs Minister said the 
policy will also lead to an 
increase in the country's 
automobile industry 
turnover to Rs 10 lakh crore 
from the current Rs 4.5 lakh 

crore.
Announced in the 2021-22 
Union Budget, the policy 
#$%&!1'2( )%$( ,!3.'22( 3'23(
after 20 years for personal 
vehicles, while commercial 
vehicles would require 
it after the completion 
of 15 years. Gadkari has 
also issued an advisory to 
automakers, advising them 
to provide an incentive of 
0( ,!&'( #'$( -'.3( $'403'( )%$(
those buying a new vehicle 
after producing a scrapping 
-'$3!,!-03'5( 6%3!.7( 3803( 38'(
policy will be a "win-win" 
policy, the minister said 
it will help improve fuel 

'),!-!'.-/9( $'1*-'( #%++*3!%.(
and GST income will also 
rise due to the purchase of 
new vehicles.According to 
him, the policy is aimed at 
reducing the population of 
old and defective vehicles, 
bringing down vehicular 
air pollutants, improving 
road and vehicular safety. 
Besides, it will help in 
achieving better fuel 

'),!-!'.-/9( )%$"0+!2!.7( 38'(
informal vehicle scrapping 
industry, and boost the 
availability of low-cost 
raw materials for the 
automotive, steel and 
electronics industry.
With the scrapping of old 
vehicles, raw materials 
such as plastic, copper, 
aluminium, steel and 
rubber will be recycled. 

This will bring down the 
cost component and help 
the industry become more 
cost-competitive. The Road 
Transport and Highway 
Ministry will publish 
0( 1$0)3( .%3!,!-03!%.( )%$(
stakeholders' comments 
in the next few weeks. The 
minister said that there are 
51 lakh light motor vehicles 
that are older than 20 years 
and 34 lakh light motor 
vehicles that are older 
than 15 years. Around 17 
lakh medium and heavy 
commercial vehicles are 
older than 15 years without 
0( &0+!1( ,!3.'22( -'$3!,!-03'9(
he said, adding that 
older vehicles pollute the 
environment 10 to 12 times 
"%$'( 380.( ,!3( &'8!-+'25( :(
&'8!-+'( )0!+!.7( 38'( ,!3.'22(
test or failing to get a 
renewal of its registration 
-'$3!,!-03'("0/(4'(1'-+0$'1(
as End of Life Vehicle. The 
ministry has proposed 
that commercial vehicles 

be de-registered after 15 
years in case of failure to 
7'3( 38'( ,!3.'22( -'$3!,!-03'5(
As a disincentive measure, 
!.-$'02'1( )''2( )%$( ,!3.'22(
-'$3!,!-03'( 0.1( ,!3.'22(
test may be applicable for 
commercial vehicles 15 
years onwards from the 
date of initial registration, 
according to the minister. 
Another proposal is that 
private vehicles be de-
registered after 20 years 
!)( )%*.1( *.,!3( %$( !.( -02'(
of a failure to renew the 
$'7!23$03!%.( -'$3!,!-03'5( :2(
a disincentive measure, 
increased re-registration 
fees will be applicable for 
private vehicles 15 year 
onwards from the date of 
initial registration. The 
ministry will promote the 
setting up of Registered 
Vehicle Scrapping Facility 
(RVSF) and will encourage 
public and private 
participation in opening 
such centres.

!"#$%&#%'(%)*+#,-./*0#+1-,%2#34567*3.4#
jump in 2021 but no rate hike

New Delhi, Agency. 

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. economy 
is heading for its strongest growth in nearly 
40 years, the Federal Reserve said on 
Wednesday, and central bank policymakers 
are pledging to keep their foot on the gas 
1'2#!3'(0.(';#'-3'1(2*$7'(%)(!.,+03!%.5<=3$%.7(
1030(0$'(08'01(%)(*29<(0(-%.,!1'.3(>'1(?80!$(
Jerome Powell said after a two-day policy 
meeting, ticking off the list of forces Fed 
%),!-!0+2( ';#'-3( @!++( #$%1*-'( A5BC( DEF(
7$%@38(38!2(/'0$(G()$%"("022!&'()'1'$0+(,!2-0+(
stimulus to optimism around the success of 
coronavirus vaccines. "The (stimulus) checks 
0$'( 7%!.7( %*3( 555( ?HIJE( -02'2( 0$'( -%"!.7(
down. Vaccination is moving quickly," Powell 
said, marking a moment in which a body of 
3%#(K5=5('-%.%"!-(%),!-!0+2(';#'-3(7$%@38(!.(
38'(K.!3'1(=303'2( 3%( $!&0+( 3803(%)(?8!.0( 38!2(
year, not to mention surging quickly beyond 
that of Europe and Japan.

>'1(%),!-!0+29(!.()0-39(';#'-3('-%.%"!-(7$%@38(
to remain above trend for at least two years 
3%(-%"'9(03(L5LC(!.(MNMM(0.1(M5MC(!.(MNML9(
compared to estimated long-term potential 
7$%@38( %)( O*23( P5QC5( R8!+'( !.,+03!%.( !2(
';#'-3'1( 3%( O*"#( 3%( M5SC( 38!2( /'0$9( 04%&'(
38'( -'.3$0+( 40.TU2( MC( 30$7'39( F%@'++( 20!1(
that is viewed as a temporary surge that 
will not change the Fed's pledge to keep its 
benchmark overnight interest rate near zero 
as part of an effort to ensure the economic 

wounds from the pandemic are fully healed. 
Opinions among the Fed's 18 current 
policymakers did shift somewhat, with four 
now expecting rates may need to rise next 
year and seven seeing a rate increase in 
2023.
But in overlooking the expected jump in 
!.,+03!%.(38!2(/'0$(@!38%*3(0(#%+!-/($'2#%.2'9(
the Fed held true to its new framework and 
0(#+'17'(.%3(3%(%&'$$'0-3(03(38'(,!$23(8!.3(%)(
rising prices, a reaction that has in the past 

been felt to nip off periods of growth before 
@%$T'$2( )'+3( 38'( )*++( 4'.',!325( >'1( %),!-!0+2(
.%@(';#'-3(!.,+03!%.(3%($'"0!.(30"'('&'.(02(
the unemployment rate drops, a calculated 
gamble under their new approach that 
emphasizes employment gains and 
1%@.#+0/2(!.,+03!%.($!2T25
Powell noted the "strong bulk" of the policy-
2'33!.7( >'1'$0+( H#'.( V0$T'3( ?%""!33''(
anticipates no interest rate increase until 
at least 2024, and he added that it was even 
too soon to talk about scaling back the $120 
billion of Treasury bonds and mortgage-
backed securities the Fed is buying each 
month to further prop up the economy. 
W8'( >HV?U2( #%+!-/( 2303'"'.39( @8!-8(
kept the benchmark overnight interest 
$03'( !.( 0( 30$7'3( $0.7'( %)( NGN5MBC9( @02(
unanimous. "We are committed to giving 
the economy the support it needs to return 
as quickly as possible to a state of maximum 
'"#+%/"'.39<( F%@'++( 20!1( !.( 0( 4$!',!.7(
after the Fed released its new economic 
projections and latest policy statement.
"We are not actually done yet. We are clearly 

on a good path. But we are not done, and I 
would hate to see us take our eye off the ball 
... There are in the range of 10 million people 
who need to get back to work."
'VERY DOVISH'
Markets had relaxed by the end of Powell's 
4$!',!.79(@!38( 38'(>'1( -8!')( 0.1( 38'( -'.3$0+(
bank having avoided potential disruption 
had they signaled that stronger economic 
forecasts would lead to a faster-than-

expected move to scale back support for the 
economy. U.S. stocks ended the day higher, 
@!38( 38'( =XF( BNN( !.1';( 0.1( E%@( Y%.'2(
Industrial Average closing at record highs. 
Yields on U.S. Treasuries on the longer end 
of the curve remained elevated, while those 
on shorter-term debt fell. "There was just a 
+%3( %)( 0.;!'3/( @8!-8( 1',!.!3'+/( #*"#'1( *#(
bond yields so far, but the Fed's very dovish 
kind of response for a quite strong economic 
outlook is a big sigh of relief," said Anthony 
E'.!'$9( -8!')( ';'-*3!&'( %)( 3$01!.7( #+03)%$"(
Webull. 
?%"#0$'1( @!38( 38'( >'1U2( ,!$23( #0.1'"!-G
era forecasts, issued in June of last year, 
the projections issued on Wednesday 
were a remarkable turnabout after a year 
some worried would produce a new Great 
E'#$'22!%.9( 0.1( 1*$!.7( 0( #0.1'"!-( 3803(
claimed more than half a million lives in 
the United States. The unemployment rate 
!2( .%@( 2''.( )0++!.7( 3%( S5BC( 4/( 38'( '.1( %)(
this year, compared to the projection in 
Y*.'(%)(A5SC5(J3(!2()%$'-023(3%()0++('&'.(+%@'$(
next year, reaching levels that would once 
have been considered near or below what 
economists view as full employment. The 
#$%O'-3'1( A5BC( 7$%@38( !.( 7$%22( 1%"'23!-(
product would be the largest annual jump 
since 1984. After the rise in prices this year, 
38'(>'1(';#'-32( !.,+03!%.( 3%( )0++(40-T( 3%(MC(
!.( MNMM5( <?%.2!1'$!.7( 38'( 1!2$*#3!%.( 0.1(
economic upheaval of the last year, this is 
mind-blowing," wrote Seema Shah, chief 
strategist for Principal Global Investors. 

Mumbai, Agency. 

Extending its losing streak 
3%( 38'( ,!)38( -%.2'-*3!&'(
session, equity benchmark 
Sensex tanked 585 points 
on Thursday, tracking 
losses in index majors 
J.)%2/29(ZJ[( 0.1(W?=5(:)3'$(
rallying nearly 500 points 
earlier in the day, the 
30-share BSE index gave 
up all gains to end 585.10 
points or 1.17 per cent 
+%@'$( 03( S\9MPA5BM5( W8'(
broader NSE Nifty slumped 
PAL5SB( #%!.32( %$( P5PP( #'$(
-'.3( 03( PS9BB]5QB5( ^?[(
Tech was the top loser in 
the Sensex pack, shedding 
around 4 per cent, followed 
4/(J.)%2/29(E$(Z'11/U29(W?=9(
Reliance Industries, Tech 
V08!.1$0(0.1(6WF?5
( H.( 38'( %38'$( 80.19( JW?9(
Bajaj Auto, M&M, Maruti 
and Bharti Airtel were 
among the gainers. 
"Having seen a brisk gap-
up opening on positive 
global cues, domestic 
equities fell sharply for the 
,!)38( -%.2'-*3!&'( 10/( 02(
sharp rise in coronavirus 
cases in the country made 

investors jittery," said Binod 
Modi, Head Strategy at 
Reliance Securities. A sharp 
$!2'( !.( 10!+/( ?HIJEGP\(
cases in India has raised 
apprehensions about 
sustainability of ongoing 
rebound in corporate 
earnings, he noted, 
adding that the mounting 
concerns of possible fresh 
economic restrictions 
made enthusiasm of dovish 
commentary from Federal 
Reserve short lived for 
domestic markets. After 
its two-day policy meeting, 
the US Fed reassured 
investors that it expects to 
keep its key interest rate 
near zero through 2023. 
Stock exchanges on Wall 
Street ended with gains 
in the overnight session. 
Elsewhere in Asia, bourses 
in Shanghai, Hong Kong, 
Tokyo and Seoul ended on 
a positive note. Bourses in 
Europe were also trading 
higher in mid-session deals 
Meanwhile, the global oil 
benchmark Brent crude 
was trading 0.40 per cent 
+%@'$( 03( K=E( A]5]L( #'$(
barrel.

Gadkari on Thursday said the 

vehicle scrapping policy will 

be a "win-win" policy that will 

0%6(#38(-.9%#:1%6#%:53)3%4);#74&#

reduce pollution

Adani Green raises $1.35 bn to 
53474)%#3*+#-%4%/7<6%#(.-*:.63.

Mumbai , Agency. 

Adani Green Energy 
Limited today raised $ 1.35 
billion as debt for its under-
construction renewable 
asset portfolio. The 
$'&%+&!.7( #$%O'-3( ,!.0.-'(
facility would initially 
,!.0.-'(38'(P5A\(DR(8/4$!1(
portfolio of solar and 
wind renewable projects 
to be setup in four SPVs 
in the state of Rajasthan, 
a company statement 
said today. According 
to the agreement, 12 
international banks 
G( =30.10$1( ?80$3'$'1(
Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo 
S.p.A, MUFG Bank, 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
?%$#%$03!%.9( ?%_#'$03!'&'(
Z04%40.T( K5:59( E`=( `0.T(
Ltd., Mizuho Bank, Ltd., 
BNP Paribas, Barclays Bank 
F[?9( E'*32-8'( `0.T( :D9(
Siemens Bank GmbH and 
ING Bank N.V committed 
for the facility, which will 
4'( 38'( ,!$23( -'$3!,!'1(7$''.(
hybrid project loan in India. 

The new pool of liquidity 
strengthens AGEL’s 
strategy to fully fund its 
under-construction asset 
and augurs well for its 
vision of scaling capacity 
to 25 GW by 2025. The 
facility is an important 
element of AGEL’s overall 
capital management plan 
and is key to fully funding 
its growth aspirations. The 
1',!.!3!&'( 07$''"'.3( 2'32(
%*3(0( ,!.0.-!.7()$0"'@%$T(

of agreed principles and 
procedures under which 
AGEL shall engage with 
38'( ,!.0.-!'$2( 3%( $0!2'(
,!.0.-!.7( '),!-!'.3+/( 0.1(
expeditiously for all the 
future projects as per 
the agreed threshold 
parameters. “We see this 
as yet another validation of 
our execution ability in the 
renewable space. We are 
committed to producing 
the least expensive green 

electron and the pace and 
scale we have embarked 
on puts us well ahead 
on this path," said Vneet 
Y00!.9( ?aH9( :Da[5( <R'(
believe that establishing 
depth and diversity in 
our funding resources is 
critical for AGEL’s vision 
to become the largest 
renewable player in the 
world. The banks that have 
committed to this strategic 
transaction are our key 
partners in ensuring 
seamless access to global 
capital for our underlying 
renewable asset portfolio. 
The facility will also ensure 
capital recycling needs of 
the banks and make the 
same capital available for 
future projects of AGEL. 
This revolving nature of 
the facility will help AGEL 
to achieve its goal of a 
25GW portfolio by 2025. 
In addition, it positions 
AGEL well to capture 
growth in the attractive 
Indian renewable sector," 
he added.

TPG's Rise Fund to invest $200 mn in 
Airtel Africa mobile money biz

New Delhi, Agency. 

Amid rising coronavirus cases, Mumbai mayor urged all 
Mumbaikars to work together to prevent the lockdown 
and warned about the necessity of imposing night curfew 
in the current situation to check the virus spread. "I 
think imposing a night curfew is necessary right now," 
she said."We are also considering shifting the crowded 
markets to new sites. All Mumbaikars need to work 
together to prevent the imposition of a lockdown," mayor 
Kishori Pednekar said. On Wednesday, Mumbai reported 
2,377 new infections, the highest single day addition 
2!.-'(H-3%4'$(+023(/'0$5(W8'(,!7*$'(@02(M9QML(%.(H-3%4'$(
Q9(̀ V?(1030(28%@'15(W8'(30++/(!.(38'(-!3/($'0-8'1(LS\9\BQ
The toll reached 11,547 after eight deaths were recorded 
1*$!.7( 38'( 10/9( 38!2( ,!7*$'( 3%%( 4'!.7( 38'( 8!78'23( !.( 38'(
metropolis since February 1. The average growth rate of 
cases increased from 0.17 per cent on February 18 to 0.48 
per cent now, while the case doubling time quickened 
)$%"(SP](10/2(3%(PSB(.%@9(0--%$1!.7(3%(`V?(10305

The US economy is heading for 

its strongest growth in nearly 

40 years, the Fed said, and 

central bank policymakers are 

pledging to keep their foot on 

the gas despite an expected 

+1-,%#.:#34567*3.4

Sensex tumbles 585 pts; 

Nifty drops below 14,600

New Delhi, Agency. 

India will do away with toll booths and 
implement complete GPS-based toll collection 
within one year, Road Transport and Highways 
Minister Nitin Gadkari said on Thursday. He said 
93 per cent of the vehicles pay toll using FASTag, 
but the remaining 7 per cent have still not taken 
it despite paying a double toll. "I want to assure 
the House that within one year all physical toll 
booths in the country will be removed. It means 
that toll collection will happen via GPS. The 
money will be collected based on GPS imaging 
(on vehicles)," Gadkari said in the Lok Sabha 
during Question Hour. The minister said he 

has instructed police inquiry for those vehicles 
which do not pay toll using FASTags. There 
are cases of toll theft and GST evasion cases 
!)( >:=W072( 0$'( .%3( ,!33'1( !.( &'8!-+'25( >:=W0729(
which facilitate electronic payment of fee at toll 
#+0b029(@02(!.3$%1*-'1(!.(MNPA5(>$%"(>'4$*0$/(
PA9(&'8!-+'2(@!38%*3(>:=W07(0$'($'c*!$'1(3%(#0/(
double toll fee at electronic toll plazas across the 
country. Making the tags compulsory would also 
help in ensuring that vehicles pass seamlessly 
through the toll plazas, as the fee payment 
would be done electronically. Gadkari said new 
&'8!-+'2(80&'(>02W072( ,!33'1( !.(38'"9(@8!+'( 38'(
government has said it will give free FASTags for 
old vehicles.

Toll booths to be removed, GPS-based 
toll collection within 1 year : Gadkari

Night curfew looks necessary 

right now: Mumbai mayor on 

rising Covid cases

New Delhi, Agency. 

J.&'23"'.3( ,!$"( WFDU2( Z!2'(
>*.1( @!++( !.&'23( K=E( MNN(
million in Airtel Africa's mobile 
money business at a valuation 
%)( dM5AB( 4!++!%.9( `80$3!( :!$3'+(
said on Thursday. Airtel Mobile 
?%""'$-'( `I( !2( -*$$'.3+/( 38'(
holding company for several of 
Airtel Africa's mobile money 
operations, and is now intended 
to own and operate the mobile 

money businesses across Airtel 
Africa's 14 operating countries.

The Rise Fund will hold a 
"!.%$!3/(230T'( !.(:V?(`I(*#%.(
completion of the transaction, 
with Airtel Africa continuing 
to hold the remaining majority 
stake. "The transaction is the 
latest step in the Group's pursuit 
of strategic asset monetization 
and investment opportunities, 
and it is the aim of Airtel Africa 
to explore the potential listing 
of the mobile money business 
within four years," Airtel said. 

Airtel Africa Group is also in 
discussions with other potential 
investors in relation to possible 
further minority investments 
into Airtel Money, up to a total 
of 25 per cent of the issued 
280$'( -0#!30+( %)( :V?( `I5( <W8'(
proceeds from the transaction 
will be used to reduce Group 
debt and invest in network 
and sales infrastructure in the 
respective operating countries," 
the statement said.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Reliance Jio and Vodafone 
Idea have paid Rs 
15,019.84 crore and Rs 
B]S5AB( -$%$'( *#)$%.3( 3%(
the telecom department 
for the spectrum bought 
in a government-held 
auction, the Economic 
Times reported Thursday. 
Bharti Airtel's payment is 
awaited. The government 
sold airwaves worth 
Rs 77,814 crore in 4G 
spectrum auction that 
ended on March 2. Business 
Standard reported two 
weeks ago that Reliance Jio 
had emerged the highest 
bidder in the auction, 

beating Airtel and Vodafone 
Idea by a wide margin. The 
government would get 
Rs 77,815 crore from the 
two-day auction — one of 
the shortest in a decade. 
While the amount has 
exceeded the government 
expectation, the total mop-
up is far below the Rs 3.92 
trillion worth of airwaves 
put up for sale. Spectrum 
was across a few preferred 
bands at the base price. 
Jio has bagged more than 
50 per cent of the total 
quantum of airwaves sold by 
#0/!.7(Z2( B]9PMM5AB( -$%$'5(
H)( 38'( QBB5A( "'708'$3b( %)(
spectrum sold, Jio has got 
488 megahertz.

Jio, Vodafone Idea make upfront 
payments for spectrum, says report

OPEN SEARCH

NEW DELHI : NTPC Ltd has fast
tracked all modalities and proce-
dures required for distribution of
compensation to the immediate
families of those who lost their lives
in the natural disaster that struck
Tapovan project in Chamoli District
on February 7 even as rescue oper-
ation continue in full swing with
high-end machinery.

While NTPC is extending a com-
pensation of Rs 20 lakh to the imme-
diate family of the contract labour-
ers of the agency engaged in con-
struction of NTPC project, the State
and Central Governments have sep-
arately announced compensation
package of Rs 4 lakh and Rs 2 lakh,
respectively. Further, compensation
against PF and Employees�
Compensation Act covered under
statutory provisions of the workers
in the range of Rs 5 lakh to Rs 15
lakh will also be made available.

A dedicated taskforce from
NTPC has been working round-the-
clock on the modalities including
collating necessary information
with regard to every missing work-
er and liaisoning with District

Administration in order to fast-track
compensation distribution.

The rescue operation at NTPC�s
Tapovan Vishnugad project contin-
ues in full swing, also extensive
coordinated work being carried out
by multiple agencies to reach those
trapped in the tunnel. Real time
information is being shared with all
agencies involved in the rescue

operation to avoid any delays.
More than 325 personnel

including Engineers, officers, geolo-
gists, scientists, security officials
from NTPC, THDC, CISF, UPNL and
other associates are at the site and
constantly engaged in rescue opera-
tions. There is also continuous sup-
port from district administration,
ITBP, BRO, NDRF, SDRF, Army, state

PWD, SJVN and RVNL.
While dedicated teams from

NTPC are managing the entire res-
cue operation behind the scene by
assisting the rescue teams, the com-
pany airlifted machinery including
high-end submersible slush removal
pumps to increase the pace of oper-
ation. The diversion of river course
from left bank to right bank and

approach to de-silting basin from
upstream is also being done. The
diversion of river course is neces-
sary to ensure that water from
Dhauliganga doesn�t enter the tun-
nel. All required machineries for the
rescue operation are currently
available while requirement for any
additional resources is being met on
a war footing.

So far, mucking in intake Adit
Tunnel has reached 155 meter
while a 300 mm diameter, 12 meter
deep bore hole was drilled in Intake
Adit to puncture silt Flushing
Tunnel below Adit late yesterday.
The water level in the bore hole is
under observations for further
action plan.

It is to be noted here that the
project stood like a rock and took
much of the pact of the flash flood,
thus helping save the nearby vil-
lages from the fury caused by
unprecedented snowfall that trig-
gered an avalanche in the valley. In
addition, the NTPC engineering
teams close coordination with res-
cue teams could help them compre-
hend the design of tunnels, thus
helping them save 12 lives on Day
One.

NTPC works on modalities for release of compensation;
Rescue operation continues in full swing
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Railway jumbo burgers

Binge on a variety of Railway Jumbo Burgers (500 gms) 

at Tea Lounge, Eros Hotel New Delhi Nehru Place. Your 

burger will be on the hotel if you finish it in 10 minutes.

On till March 20, 2021

1100 hrs – 2000 hrs

A La Carte Menu

B
ollywood actor Randeep Hooda 
believes that he is being ‘stretched’ 
as an actor in all his upcoming proj-

ects, be it a dark action film or a web 
series inspired by a real-life story. 

He admits that he attempts to find 
something new every time he 

picks a project instead of work-
ing with a stylised baggage.

“I go back to scratch in 
every project and approach 
every project with a fresh per-
spective. I’m a bundle of nerves 
and I’m always searching for 
something. "at quest in me 
is still alive,” said Hooda.

"e actor, who is known 
for his roles in ‘Saheb Biwi Aur 
Gangster’, ‘Highway’, ‘Sarbjit’, 
‘Sultan’ and ‘Extraction’, said 
that he does not remember 
much about his past roles.

“I’m a new person every 
time. It is not that I’m carrying 

some stylised baggage or a cer-
tain body shape. It is always a new 

thing, a new project and a new me. It is 

always a challenge and the challenge is in 
me. A$er so many years, the filmmakers 
still find me interesting and unexplored 
and that is probably the biggest compli-
ment,” shared the actor.

Speaking on how he overcomes anxi-

ety, Randeep mentioned, “Sometimes, we 
have to do something tough, then you 
just have to look at yourself in the mirror 
in the vanity van, ‘Okay boss, you will be 
alright. You have done this before’. "at is 
where the evolution of experience comes 
in.” AGENCIES

E
mraan Hashmi, who has 
been roped in to play the vil-
lain in the third instalment 

of ‘Tiger’ starring Salman Khan 
and Katrina Kaif in the lead roles, 
said that he always dreamt of work-
ing with Salman.

‘Tiger 3’ will mark Hashmi’s 
first collaboration with Khan and 
Kaif. It will also be his maiden ‘Yash 
Raj Film’ (YRF).

“I would love to work in the 
franchise. I would love to work 
with Salman. It has always been a 

dream and hopefully, it will come 
true,” said the actor.

Earlier, the ‘Cheat India’ 
star had said that he does not 
have any regrets about play-
ing any kind of role in his 
career.

“I’m proud of what-
ever I have done. I do not 
have any regrets. What I’m 
today is because of certain 
films. I gained from that 
kind of cinema. "ere are 
many films, which you feel 
were not made for you or 
were not made as they should 
have been. But that is a learn-
ing process. How will you grow 
if you do not make mistakes? 
You have to do justice to whatever 
comes your way. You have to work 
hard and reinvent yourself.”

Emraan Hashmi will be  
next seen in ‘Mumbai Saga’ and 
‘Chehre’. AGENCIES

O
scar-winning composer A R 
Rahman and celebrated lyri-
cist Mehboob came on board 

for Tiger Shroff ’s upcoming action 
film ‘Heropanti 2’.

Trade analyst Taran Adarsh con-
firmed the news as he took to ‘Twit-
ter’ to share the announcement.

“A R Rahman and 
Mehboob join ‘Hero-

panti 2’ team! "e film stars Tiger 
Shroff. Directed by Ahmed Khan and 
produced by Sajid Nadiadwala, ‘Her-
opanti 2’ will release on December 3,” 
the post’s caption read.

Tiger Shroff also shared the news 
on his social media and called it an 
‘absolute honor and privilege to work 
with the legendary maestro’.

Tiger had marked his Bollywood 
debut with ‘Heropanti’ in 2014, which 
was directed by Sabbir Khan.

"e actor had recently broken the 
news about the sequel of ‘Heropanti 2’ 
with a post on his social media handle 
that read, “My first love is back with 
action and a thrill like never before! 
Let us celebrate this one together on 
December 3 in cinemas.”

"e film will star Tara Sutaria as 
the female lead. She had earlier shared 
the screen space with Tiger in the 
2019 release ‘Student of the Year 2’.

Helmed by Ahmed Khan, ‘Herop-
anti 2’ will release on December 3 in 
theatres. AGENCIES

A
s the 63rd Grammy Awards 
ended on a successful note, 
few celebrities from the 

music world condemned the record-
ing academy and the ceremony 
for many reasons, including Zayn 
Malik, BTS Army, "e Weeknd 
and legendary American guitarist 
Eddie Van Halen’s son Wolfgang 
Van Halen.

Wolfgang was not impressed 
by the recording academy’s trib-
ute to the iconic guitarist in the ‘In 
Memoriam’ segment at the musical 
ceremony.

“"e Grammys asked me 
to play ‘Eruption’ for the ‘In 

Memoriam’ section and I 
declined. I do not think 

anyone could have 
lived up to what my 
father did for music 
but himself. It was 

my understanding 
that there would be 

an ‘In Memoriam’ sec-
tion where bits of songs were 

performed for legendary art-
ists that had passed,” he shared on 
‘Instagram’. He added, “I did not 

realise that they would only show 
pop for 15 seconds in the middle 
of four full performances for others 
we had lost.”

“What hurt the most was that 
he was not even mentioned when 
they talked about artists we lost at 
the beginning of the show. I know 
rock is not the most popular genre 
right now and the Academy does 
seem a bit out of touch, but I think 
it is impossible to ignore the legacy 
my father le$ on the instrument, the 
world of rock and music in general. 
"ere will never be another innova-

tor like him,” he lamented.
28-year-old Zayn Malik, who 

had criticised the Grammys for lack-
ing ‘transparency’ in the nomination 
process, had recently commented on 
the ceremony.

“"e recording academy is mov-
ing in inches and we need to move 
in miles. I’m keeping the pressure on 
and fighting for transparency and 
inclusion,” he tweeted.

"e tweet further read, “We need 
to make sure we are honoring and 
celebrating creative excellence of 

all. End the secret committees. 

Until then, ignore the Grammys.”
"e recording academy also 

got called out by the BTS Army as 
they took to ‘Twitter’ and shared 
their angry reactions to the unfa-
vourable result at the awards, as the 
K-Pop band lost the ‘Best Pop Duo/
Group’ performance award to Ari-
ana Grande and Lady Gaga for their 
collaboration ‘Rain On Me’.

“BTS does not need a Grammy 
to prove they are successful artists. 
"ey continue to smash records and 
chart all over the world and that 
will not change. Army will con-
tinue to work hard at supporting 
BTS because they work hard for us,” 
wrote one follower.

Another fan also tweeted, “You 
have already made everyone proud. 
You guys deserve way more than 
Grammy.”

In a recent interview with the 
‘New York Times’, "e  , who was 
snubbed from Grammys 2021 nom-
inations, had stated, “Because of the 
secret committees, I will no longer 
allow my label to submit my music 
to the Grammys.” AGENCIES

M
ore than 100 Hollywood 
publicity firms made 
the demands of ‘explicit 

plans and timeline for transfor-
mational change’ in the way the 
‘Hollywood Foreign Press Associ-
ation’ (HFPA) conducts one of the 
world’s most coveted award shows 
‘"e Golden Globes’.

“As publicists, we collectively 
represent the vast majority of art-
ists in the entertainment indus-
try. We call on the HFPA to swi$ly 
manifest profound and lasting 
change to eradicate the longstand-
ing exclusionary ethos and per-
vasive practice of discriminatory 
behavior, unprofessionalism, ethi-
cal impropriety and alleged finan-
cial corruption endemic to the 
HFPA, funded by ‘Dick Clark 
Productions’, ‘MRC’, ‘NBC 
Universal’ and ‘Comcast’,” 
read the joint statement 
issued by the Hollywood 
publicist collective.

“In the last decade, 
our industry has faced 

a seismic reckoning and begun to 
address its failure to 

reflect and honor 
the diversity of our 
community, yet 
we have witnessed 

no acceptance 
of responsibil-
ity, accountabil-

ity or action from 
the HFPA, even as 

systemic ineq-
uity and 

egregious behavior are allowed 
to continue. We collectively and 
unequivocally agree that transfor-
mative change in your organisation 
and its historical practices is essen-
tial and entirely achievable,” added 
the collective.

Publicists also announced that 
they will take steps to cut off HFPA’s 
access to their sprawling clientele.

"e HFPA came under fire a$er 
it announced this year’s nomina-
tions for ‘Golden Globes’ in mov-
ies, television shows and music. "e 
nominations le$ many scratching 
their heads a$er some of last year’s 
best works failed to get recogni-
tion from the group of just about 
90 members. Especially the sub-
bing of some of the high-quality 
work by black actors and filmmak-
ers like Spike Lee’s ‘Da 5 Bloods’ 
and Michaela Coel’s ‘I May Destroy 
You’ angered many critics and cine-
philes alike.

“While we stand ready to sup-
port your good faith efforts, please 
know that anything less than a 
transparent, meaningful change 
will result in immediate and irrep-
arable damage to the relationship 
between our agencies, our clients 
and the HFPA,” the statement con-
cluded. AGENCIES
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his past roles
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collaboration with 
Salman Khan. It will 
also be his maiden 
‘Yash Raj Film’ (YRF)

Zayn, Wolfgang, BTS Army 
lash out at Grammys 2021

Wolfgang was not impressed by the recording academy’s 
tribute to the iconic guitarist in the ‘In Memoriam’ segment

The academy 
also got called 
out by the 
BTS Army 
as the K-Pop 
band lost 
the ‘Best Pop 
Duo/Group’ 
performance 
award to 
Ariana Grande 
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Emraan is excited to 
be a part of ‘Tiger 3’

I’m always searching for 
something: Randeep
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